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ABSTRACT
Seismic studies in the area of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex and
adjacent basins of northeast Nevada provide new evidence for Cenozoic tectonic
evolution of the Ruby Mountains. Results from interpretation of industry seismic data
show that (1) asymmetric basins flanking the Ruby Mountains were created by normal
faults beginning in the late Eocene-early Oligocene; (2) the metamorphic core complex
detachment fault system was cut by the normal fault system; and (3) total subsidences of
Huntington and Lamoille basins, and Ruby basins are -4.5 and -5.0 km. Analysis of
crustal-scale 3-component normal-incidence to wide-angle seismic data shows that (1) the
crust along the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains can be divided into three layers
corresponding to the upper, middle and lower crust; (2) upper crustal rocks likely consist
of metaquartzite, schist, granite gneiss, and granite-granodiorite with P-wave velocities
(Vp) of 5.80-6.25 km/s, S-wave velocities (Vs) of 3.20-3.72 km/s, Poisson's ratios (a) of
0.22-0.25, and anisotropy of 0.6-2.5%; (3) possible middle crustal rocks are paragranulite,
felsic granulite, felsic amphibolite gneiss, granite-granodiorite, and mica-quartz schist
with Vp of 6.35-6.45 km/s, Vs of 3.70-3.75 km/s, and a of 0.24; (4) lower crustal rocks
most likely consist of granulite- rather than amphibolite-facies rocks with Vp of 6.606.80 km/s, Vs of 3.85-3.92 km/s, a of 0.24-0.25, and anisotropy of less than 3%; (4)
depth to the Moho varies irregularly between 30.5 and 33.5. Interpretation of these
results suggests that (1) Cenozoic extension of the Ruby Mountains and adjacent basins
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began by late Eocene-early Oligocene; (2) depth to Moho does not reflect local surface
relief on the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains and adjacent basin; (3) fluid-filled
fractures and mafic large-scale underplating are unlikely in the lower crust; (4) the present
seismic velocities of highly extended core complex crust and normally extended Basin
and Range crust are similar; and (5) orientations of fast shear waves near the surface and
in the upper crust are parallel to sub-parallel to the regional maximum horizontal
compressive stress in the Nevada part of the Basin and Range province.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
Metamorphic core complexes in the North American Cordillera are discontinuous
mountain ranges that contain rocks deformed at deep upper to middle crustal levels
during Tertiary crustal extension (Coney, 1980; Armstrong, 1982). Generally, the
metamorphic core complexes can be separated into three distinctly different domains: (1)
a dome shaped core of ductilely deformed metamorphic-plutonic-footwall rocks; (2) an
overlying or adjacent unmetamorphosed brittlely deformed hanging wall assemblage; and
(3) a sharp surface or a zone of sub-horizontal shearing and detachment such as mylonitic
shear zone separating the upper and lower plate (Coney, 1980, 1987). A characteristic
feature of metamorphic core complexes is the contrast in metamorphic grade between the
hanging wall and footwall.
One of the enigmas of the Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes is that the
crust beneath the ranges is not anomalously thin compared to surrounding regions, even
though it has undergone apparently much greater extension (Hamilton, 1987; Wernicke et
al., 1988; Lister and Davis, 1989). This, and other aspects of core complexes raise
numerous questions regarding mechanisms of crustal extension and evolution including:
(1) what is the crustal composition of the crust beneath core complexes and does it differ
from other areas nearby?; (2) does addition of material to the deep crust occur,
particularly under rapidly uplifted core complexes as underplating or as crustal flow?; (3)
how are basin-fill sediments, formed on both sides of core complex uplifts, related to the
core complexes and are they significantly deeper than other basins in the Basin and Range
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province as a results of extreme extension apparently associated with the core
complexes?; and (4) what are the subsurface orientations of structures in the basins and
how are they related to development of core complexes?
Addressing these problems requires detailed study of both structure and
composition of shallow to deep crustal levels. Normal-incidence and wide-angle seismic
techniques have been found to be successful methods for studying both shallow and
crustal-scale subsurface lithology and structure in the Basin and Range province of the
western US. (e.g., Newman, 1979; Klemperer et a!., 1986; Allmendinger et al., 1987;
Valasek et al., 1989; Hawman et al., 1990; Johnson, 1994; Mohapatra and Johnson, in
press). Thus, in this dissertation, analysis of both P- and S-wave data is used to place
constraints on composition within the crust along the eastern flank of the Ruby
Mountains metamorphic core complex in northeast Nevada. Furthermore, interpretation
of industry seismic reflection data acquired over basins adjacent to the Ruby Mountains
provides constraints on structure and evolution of this region. Results are presented in
three main chapters, which consider, in detail, the large-scale structure of the Ruby
Mountains, the composition and physical condition of crustal rocks beneath the range,
and the structure of syn-tectonic sedimentary basins which flank the range.
Chapter 2 presents the results of P-wave analysis of the University of Arizona
crustal-scale seismic investigations conducted in 1992 and 1993. It contains three
velocity-strucmre models, a gravity model, and a generalized interpretation of crustal
lithology and structure. Analysis of these seismic data provides insight into the nature of
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extended crust, and shows that small variations in topography in this area is not directly
coupled with depths to Moho along the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains and Ruby
basin.
Chapter 3 presents an interpretation of crustal structure and composition along the
eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains using coincident P- and S-wave seismic data from
the 1992 and 1993 experiments. Discussions of crustal velocity anisotropy, fluid-filled
fractures in the crust, underplating, lower crustal flow beneath the uplifted core complex,
and similarity of core complex crust to "normal" Basin and Range crust also are included.
Chapter 4 presents the detailed structure of Tertiary-Quaternary basin-fill
sediments in basins adjacent to the Ruby Mountains. These sedimentary rocks provide
new information on the timing of initial extension in the Ruby Mountains region.
Overall, these seismic interpretations provide a more detailed analysis of crustal structure
and evolution of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex than has been
previously possible, and help place constraints on models of crustal extension and core
complex evolution.
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CHAPTER 2 Cnistal Velocity Structure beneath the Eastern Flank of the Ruby
Mountains Metamorphic Core Complex: Results from Normal-Incidence to WideAngle Seismic Data

2.1

Abstract
P-wave velocity structure along the eastern side of the Ruby Mountains

metamorphic core complex, determined using 2-D ray-inversion modeling, shows that (1)
the crust can be divided into three layers corresponding to the upper, middle, and lower
crust; (2) from east of Ruby Dome to the northern end of the seismic profile, velocities of
the upper crust range from 6.12 (±0.1) to 6.20 (±0.1) km/s and near-surface velocities
range from 1.90 (±0.1) to 4.80 (±0.1) km/s. From this point to the southern end of the
profile, upper crustal velocities range from 5.80 (±0.1) to 6.25 (±0.1) km/s and nearsurface velocities range from 3.01 (±0.1) to 4.80 (±0.1) km/s; (3) middle crustal velocities
range from 6.35 (±0.15) to 6.45 (±0.15) km/s; (4) lower crustal velocities range from 6.60
(±0.15) to 6.80 (±0.15) km/s; and (5) depths to the Moho vary irregularly between 30.5
and 33.5 km. Based on these results, we conclude that (1) the transition in metamorphic
grade from deep upper crustal rocks south of Harrison Pass to middle crustal rocks north
of Harrison Pass does not correlate with an increase in seismic velocity; near-surface
basement seismic velocities increase in the central part of the range (near Ruby Dome)
well north of the major metamorphic transition; (2) depths to the Moho do not reflect
local surface relief along the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains and Ruby Valley; and
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(3) the crust has been modified during extension by intra-crustal processes rather than by
large-scale magmatic underplating.

2.2

Introduction
Metamorphic core complexes in the North American Cordillera are discontinuous

mountain ranges that contain rocks deformed at deep upper to middle crustal levels
(Coney, 1980; Armstrong, 1982). Initial uplift of these ranges occurred along low-angle
detachment faults during Eocene to Miocene (55 Ma to 15 Ma) regional extension
(Coney, 1980, 1987). In many cases, the detachment-faulted core complexes have been
dissected by younger Miocene to Recent Basin and Range normal faulting. A
characteristic feature of metamorphic core complexes is the contrast in metamorphic
grade between the hanging wall and footwall. Typically, the metamorphic core
complexes can be separated into three distinctly different domains: (I) a dome shaped
core of ductilely deformed metamorphic-plutonic-footwall rocks; (2) an overlying or
adjacent unmetamorphosed brittlely deformed hanging wall assemblage; and (3) a sharp
surface or a zone of sub-horizontal shearing and detachment such as mylonitic shear zone
separating the upper and lower plate (Coney, 1980, 1987).
Numerous models to explain uplift mechanisms of the Cordilleran metamorphic
core complexes have been proposed including isostatic uplift (Spencer, 1984; Wernicke
and Axen, 1988); over-thickening of the crust by thrusting which later resulted in
gravitational spreading (Coney and Harms, 1984); magmatic underplating (Cans, 1987)
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and/or intrusion (Holt et. ai., 1986; Thompson and McCarthy, 1990; Yin, 1991); "rollinghinge" deformation and flexural uplift (Wernicke and Axen, 1988; Lister and Davis,
1989; Buck, 1988), and crustal flow (Block and Royden, 1990).
One enigma of the Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes is that the crust
beneath the ranges is not anomalously thin compared to surrounding regions, even though
it has undergone apparently much greater extension (Hamilton, 1987; Wernicke et al.,
1988; Lister and Davis, 1989). In addition, it appears that the relationship between
topography and crustal thickness beneath different ranges is not consistent. In some
regions core complex topography is isostatically compensated by a crustal root at the
Moho (McCarthy et al., 1991; Wilson et al., 1991; Myers and Beck, 1994), but other
studies (Klemperer et al., 1986; Potter et al., 1986; Hauser et al., 1987), including this
one, indicate relatively uniform crustal thickness with an apparently "flat" Moho.
Resolving this apparent inconsistency is complicated by the fact that some of the profiles
which appear to show a flat Moho beneath the core complexes are not located near the
main topographic highs and thus simply may miss local roots. For example COCORP
Nevada Line 4, which shows evidence of a flat Moho (Hauser et al., 1987), crosses the
southern end of the range where topography is relatively low; exposures of mylonitized
middle crustal rocks and high topography are located 60 km to the north. Similarly, the
Snake Range seismic profile (COCORP Nevada Line 5), which also is inferred to show a
fiat Moho (Hauser et al., 1987), does not cross the range near the main part of the range.

In 1992 and 1993, the University of Arizona, the University of Wyoming and the
University of Georgia acquired vertical-incidence to wide-angle multicomponent seismic
data along the east flank of the Ruby Mountains to provide new information on crustal
velocity structure and thickness and to develop constraints to help in evaluating differing
models of crustal uplift. In this paper, we present the results of P-wave analysis of this
seismic investigation which was supported by the Continental Dynamics Program of the
National Science Foundation. Included are three velocity-structure models, a gravity
model, and a generalized interpretation of crustal lithology and structure. Analysis of
these seismic data provides insight into the nature of the extended crust.

2.3

Geologic Setting
The Ruby Mountains-East Humboldt Range (RM-EHR) is a prominent range in

northeastern Nevada which rises about 1 km above the surrounding topography (Figure
2.1). The northern and southern ends of the Ruby Mountains are separated from the East
Humboldt Range and the Big Bold Mountains by topographic lows (-1800 m in elevation
at Secret Pass and Overland Pass). Average elevations in the Ruby Mountains are -2,800
m in the northern part of the range and -2,500 m in the southern part of the range. These
two high regions are separated by a topographic low (- 2200 m at Harrison Pass). Ruby
Valley (-1,800 m in elevation) is located adjacent to the eastern flank of the Ruby
Mountains. Basin and Range normal faults lie along both the eastern and western flanks
of the range. Exposed low-angle detachment faults mark the boundary between hanging
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FIGURE 2.1, Generalized geologic map of the Ruby Mountains (modified from
Howard et al., 1979; Coats, 1987; Snoke et al., 1990; Turner and Bawiec, 1991; Hudec,
1992), showing 1992-1993 seismic experiment locations. The boundary between uppercrustal and middle-crustal rocks in the footwall of the metamorphic core complex occurs
north of the Harrison Pass pluton as a metamorphic transition, with progressively deeper
crustal levels exposed to the north. Solid line along eastern flank of range represents
receiver stations. Stars = shots recorded by northern deployment. Triangles = shots
recorded by southern deployment. Dotted lines represent crosslines. Dashed line near
Lamoille Canyon represents receiver stations that recorded the shot designated by a
diamond. Numbers next to shotpoints refer to shots referenced in text or figures. Smaller
numbers (with #) represent receiver station numbers.
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wall and footwall at Mitchell Creek klippe. Cedar Mountain klippe, and the southern end
of the East Humboldt Range (Figure 2.1). Footwall rocks in the Ruby Mountains north of
Harrison Pass are mainly composed of greenschist-facies to upper amphibolite-facies
metamorphic and igneous rocks of the middle crust. South of Harrison Pass footwall
rocks are composed of Paleozoic greenschist-facies to non-metamorphosed miogeoclinal
sedimentary rocks. The contact between the upper crust and middle crust of the footwall
is a gradual transition with progressively deeper crustal levels exposed to the north of the
Harrison Pass pluton (Snoke et al., 1990; Hudec, 1992). Various paleodepth analyses of
middle crustal rocks taken from the RM-EHR (8-13 km, ECistler et al., 1981; 13-14 km,
Hurlow et al., 1991; 13-16 km, Hodges et al., 1992; 13-18 km, Hudec, 1992) show that
significant uplift and denudation of the northern part of this structure has occurred.
Four main lithologic units are mapped over the RM-EHR (Figure 2.1): (1) the
RM-EHR igneous and metamorphic complex, a unit composed of leucocratic pegmatitic
granite and gneiss, some two-mica granite and biotite-quartz-monzonite gneiss,
migmatite, quartzite, marble and schist, and generally representing exhumed middle
crustal rocks; (2) the Harrison Pass pluton, consisting of biotite granodiorite to quartz
monzonite; (3) low-grade metamorphic to non-metamorphosed sedimentary rocks
including quartzite, limestone, dolomite, shale, siltstone, sandstone and conglomerate;
and (4) surficial deposits consisting of unconsolidated to consolidated alluvial, glacial till,
lake-bed and talus deposits (Howard et al., 1979).

The intrusive rocks of the RM-EHR display a wide range of compositions from
granite to quartz gabbro (Snoke, 1980). These rocks vary from cross-cutting dikes to
deformed concordant sills which are complexly interlayered with adjacent metamorphic
rocks (Howard, 1980). Metamorphism in the northern Ruby Mountains is thought to
have occurred in the Late Jurassic (ca -155 Ma), while exhumation is thought to be midTertiary (Snoke and Miller, 1988). A ductile and brittle low-angle detachment fault and
shear zone associated with exhumation has been dated as Oligocene (Snoke and Miller,
1988) and post-dates intrusion of the Harrison Pass pluton (ca -36 Ma; Wright and
Snoke, 1993). Doming of the range and brittle detachment faulting continued in the
Miocene, subsequent to formation of the mylonite. Mesozoic metamorphism and
compressional deformation have been overprinted by mid-Tertiary (low-angle) normal
faulting and late-Tertiary (high-angle) normal faulting (Coney, 1987; Snoke and Miller,
1988).

2.4

Data Acquisition, Processing, Quality and Description

2.4.1

Data Acquisition

In August 1992 and June 1993 the University of Arizona (in collaboration with
the University of Wyoming and University of Georgia) acquired vertical-incidence to
wide-angle multicomponent seismic data along the eastern side of the Ruby Mountains
(Figure 2.1). Eighteen shots were recorded from the two experiments. The 1992
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experiment, a 90 km in-line (N-S) profile and three 3-9 km cross-line profiles, provided
initial coverage of areas along the range. The 1993 experiment, a 60 km in-line profile
with two 8-9 km cross-line profiles, provided infill subsurface coverage, and information
from the areas of interest determined in the earlier experiment. Tables 2.1-2.4 list
detailed information on shots and recording systems used in both the 1992 and 1993
experiments.
The 1992 experiment consisted of twelve shots, with an average shot spacing of
about 20 km (Figure 2.1). Chemical explosive charge size ranged from 250 to 1,080
kilograms. Recorded data lengths were 22 or 60 s depending on recording system, with
sampling intervals of 2 or 4 ms. Five different multicomponent recording systems (DFSV, MDS-10, I/O System I, SGR and REFTEK) were used. The twelve shots were
recorded by groups of one-, two- and three-component geophones which were separated
into northern and southern deployments. Each deployment was about 45 km long and
consisted of 1622 channels distributed among the different recording systems. The
northern deployment recorded receiver locations 901 to 1420 from shot point locations 1
to 7 whereas the southern deployment recorded receiver locations 382 to 901 from shot
point locations 8 to 12 (Figure 2.1). Three additional cross-line profiles, perpendicular to
the main profile, were acquired at Overland Pass, Harrison Pass and Secret Pass. The
Secret Pass crossline recorded 30 channels of three-component geophones at each station,
while the Harrison Pass crossline was recorded with 96 channels of vertical-component
geophones. The Overland Pass crossline consisted of a 96-channel recording spread, with

TABLE 2.1, Source information for 1992 experiment.
OiTset Range (km)

Shot Point

Shot

Shot

(SP#)

Depth
(m)

Size
(kg)

N-S

Overland Pass

Harrison Pass

Secret Pass

1
2
3
4
5

79
55
67

42-43
95-98
3-8
18-21
52-55

127-128
4-7
91-92
74-75
40-41

hiRh
misfired
low

6

34

275

87-128
5-50
48-82
32-75
-3-40
25-70

71-74
62-64
31-33

55
67

1088
750
500
750
250

66-67

misfired

7
8
9
10

52
67
70

375
350
550

18-63
-6-39
17-61

33-36
43-46
66-69

73
25
56

550
250
550

34-78
5-49
45-90

83-86
2-6
95-97

59-60
49-50
25-26
9-10
92-102
4-7

low
very high
very high
very high
high
very high

11
12

Inline

Crossline

14-17
16-17
20-22

26-29

1-9
11-13
34-36
50-52
32-34
62-63

S/N ratio

high
high

TABLE 2.2, Recording systems used for northern, southern, and cross-line deployments for 1992 experiment.
Equipment

Channels

Vertical Geophone
Type
Freq. (Hz)

DFS-V
REFTEK
SGR
I/O

360
270
180
720

LlOA
L28LBH
LlOB
SM4

MDS-10
MDS-10

192
192

GSIOD
GSllD

Horizontal Geophone
Type
Freq.(Hz)

10
4.5
8

L28LBH
L28LBH
L28LBH

10
8

SM4

4.5
4.5
4.5
10

LRSIOOO

8

10

-

-

Crosslines; A; Overland Pass, B: Secret Pass, and C; Harrison Pass

North
1301-1420
1225-1300
1141-1225
901-1138

Station Location
South
Crossline
382-501
502-577
577-661
666-901

Station
Interval (m)

-

100
100
100
80,68

A-101-200
C-105-200

50
50

-

B-101-130

TABLE 2.3, Source information for 1993 experiment.
Shot Point

Shot

Shot

(SP#)

Depth
(m)

Size
(kg)

Inline

53

210

14

47

165

9-36
-6-29

15

37

220

8-33

16
17
18

40
46
35

200
275
140

-3-29
31-61
10-19

13

TABLE 2.4,
Equipment

Offset Range (km)
Crossline

N-S

Overland Pass

S/N ratio

Harrison Pass

Secret Pass

-

31-33
1-6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

high

-

high
very high

-

very high
very high
high

Recording systems used for northern, southern, and cross-line deployments for 1993 experiment.
Channels

Vertical Geophone
Type
Freq. (Hz)

Horizontal Geophone
Type
Freq. (Hz)

North

Station Location
South

Crossline

Station
Interval (m)

DFS-V
REFTEK
SGR

120
300
180

SM7
L28LBH
LlOB

14
4.5
8

L28LBH
L28LBH
L28LBH

4.5
4.5
4.5

1083-1142
1185-1282
1142-1186

425-484
484-581
582-626

SGR

180

LlOB

8

L28LBH

4.5

1281-1325

-

-

100

MDS-iO

192

GSIOD

8

LRSIOOO

8

1325-1420

626-721

A-100-189

100

Crosslines: A: Harrison Pass, and L: Lamoille canyon

-

L-IOl-194
-

100
100
100
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vertical- and horizontal-component geophones at alternating stations. Receiver spacing
of the in-line profiles varied from 68 to 100 m whereas receiver spacing of the cross-line
profiles was about 50 m. This survey provided overlapping and reversed coverage for
offsets ranging from 0 to 90 km of the in-line profiles. Only Shot Point (SP) I from Long
Valley provided unreversed coverage for offsets between 85 and 128 km.
The 1993 experiment was acquired with one-, two- and three- component receiver
arrays that recorded five shots (Figure 2.1). Chemical explosive charge size ranged from
150 to 250 kilograms and recorded data length was 60 s with a sampling interval of 4 ms.
As in the previous year, the receiver array was split into northern and southern
deployments, each about 30 km long, each composed of 792 channels with four
multicomponent recording systems, DFS-V, ElEFTEK, SGR, and MDS-10. The northern
deployment recorded receiver stations 1083 to 1420 from SPs 15-17 (Figure 2.1). The
southern deployment recorded receiver stations 425 to 721 from SPs 13 and 14 (Figure 2.
1). One cross-line profile at Harrison Pass was recorded with 89 channels of vertical
component geophones. This crossline acquired data from SPs 13 and 14 only. Receiver
spacing of the in-line and cross-line profiles was about 100 m. This acquisition also
provided an area of overlapping coverage for offsets ranging from 0 to 60 km of the in
line profiles. An additional east-west layout in Lamoille Canyon to record from SP 18
(Figure 2.1), was acquired with 86 three-component stations.
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2.4.2

Data Processing and Quality
Seismic data processing procedures are shown in Figure 2.2 and were performed

using ProMAX and University of Arizona geophysical software. We determined seismic
data characteristics based on prominent reflections from seismic shot records using both
minimally and fully processed data. For the minimally processed records only
preprocessing (step I in Figure 2.2) was applied. For the fully processed sections,
processing steps 1 and 3-5 shown in Figure 2.2 were applied.
Data quality signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of sixteen out of eighteen shots acquired
in the 1992 and 1993 surveys range from low to very high (Tables 2.1 and 2.3). Most of
the shots show high to very high S/N ratios for both in-line and cross-line records. We
found that data character and quality commonly varied due to the use of different types of
recording instruments (Figures 2.3a-d). For example. Figures 2.3a and 2.3b reveal
variations in first-arrival amplitudes at changes of recording systems from I/O System I to
SGR; from SGR to REFTEK; and from REFTEK to DFS-V. On other shots, different
recording systems recorded better relative signal quality, without an overall systematic
correlation of recording system and data quality. Variation in data character and quality
also were observed for differences in shot sizes, shot depths, shot locations, receiver
spacings and receiver locations. For example. Figures 2.3a and 2.3b show strong seismic
events in both refracted and reflected arrivals where receiver spacings were about 68-80
m, the finest spacing in this data set.
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FIGURE 2.2, Seismic data prcx:essing flow chart. Datum for computing elevation
statics was 1,840 m above sea level with a near-surface correction velocity of 3.5 km/s.
Elevation- static time shifts ranged from -35 to 8 ms. An average crustal velocity of 6.2
km/s (Hawman et al., 1990) was used for initial spherical-divergence amplimde
correction and normal-moveout correction analysis to determine initial velocity estimates.
Shots showing very high S/N ratios (Tables 2.1 and 2.3) had bandpass filters applied,
whereas shots showing low to high S/N ratios (Tables 2.1 and 2.3) had bandpass filters,
and either f-x decon ovf-k filters applied.

Processing Flow Chart
I. Preprocessing
Demultiplexing
Resampling to 4 ms
Sorting data into shot gathers
Correcting different instrument times
Correcting field elevation statics
Correcting for spherical divergence
2. Velocity Analysis
Field 2D velocity inversion

— Slope/Intercept
—Tau-p
— X^-T'

3. Predictive deconvolution
4. Filtering : Bandpass, f-x decon and f-k filters
5. Normal Moveout Correction Analysis
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FIGURE 2.3, Representative shot records (SPs 8, 10, 15, and 16) from the northern and
southern deployments along the main profile (displayed with spherical-divergence
correction and band-pass filtering applied; plotted with reduced travel time of 6.0 km/s).
PiP reflections as from boundary between the upper crust and middle crust, P2P
reflections as from the middle crust-lower crust transition, and Pn,P reflections as from
the lower crust-upper mantle transition (the Moho). (a) Data from SP 8, about 10 km
north of Harrison Pass, recorded on the southern deployment, showing Pg at offsets of 0
to 20 km, strong P2P arrivals, and weak PiP and Pn,P arrivals, (b) Data from Shot Point
10, located near Secret Pass Valley, recorded to the south on the southern deployment,
displaying Pg, P2P, and Pn,P arrivals. The P2P, and Pn,P events are strong but
discontinuous. Note higher reflectivity from lower crust than upper crust, (c) Data from
SP 15, located in Secret Pass Valley and recorded to the south on the northern
deployment, showing strong Pg, PiP and P2P arrivals, (d) Data from SP 16, located to
the east of Ruby Dome and recorded on the northern deployment, showing strong Pg
arrivals but weak P2P and PmP arrivals. The Pg arrivals are irregular and time-delayed
between offsets of 18 and 23 km due to near-surface structure beneath these offsets.
Time-delayed Pg arrivals appear distinctly in every northern shot record on the northern
deployment at the same receiver locations. I/O System I, DFS-V, REFTEK, SGR and
MDS-10 refer to different recording systems deployed along the profiles.
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2.4.3

Data Description
The following seismic characteristics are recognized from the Ruby Mountains

data; (1) Refracted (Pg) arrivals, in general, are relatively strong for every shot. However,
comparing southern and northem deployments, the Pg arrivals from the southern
deployment appear weaker at later arrivals than those of the northem deployment (Figures
2.3a-d). (2) Overall, discontinuous reflected arrivals from the sixteen high S/N shots
occur between 0.0 and 11.0 s normal two-way travel time (twtt) as shown in Figures 2.4a
and 2.4b. (3) Three distinct reflective zones were observed that we interpreted as PiP,
P2P, and PmP (Figures 2.3a-d). (4) Shot records from cross-line profiles at Overiand Pass,
Harrison Pass and Secret Pass reveal characteristics of the PiP, PiP, Pn,P arrivals
interpreted on the in-line profile. (5) At points of intersection between the cross-line and
in-line segments of the survey, reflections tie without significant time shifts. (6) Most of
the shot records on the in-line profile show characteristic strong lower crustal reflectivity
that appears to diminish at the Moho (Figures 2.4a and 2.4b). (7) Reflections from the
lower crust and Moho display an amplitude increase with offset (i.e. Figures 2.3a-d ).
Moho reflections have higher amplitudes at offsets greater than 70 km and display
multicyclic (4-5 cycles) continuous bands (Figure 2.5a). (8) Two shots, SP 8 and SP 14,
show local anomalies in the middle and lower crust (Figures 2.5b and 2.5c). Diffractions
shown in Figure 2.5c indicate abrupt termination of structure with apparently high
velocity contrast.
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FIGURE 2.4, Parts of single-fold shot records (a) SP 10 and (b) SP 12 showing
reflectivity of the crust. Normal-inoveout correction applied for display using constant
velocity of 6.3 km/s. Note discontinuous nature of events. Lower crust displays highest
reflectivity. Moho is picked at the base of dense zone of reflectivity. Reflectors for
events recorded on SP 12 are located beneath the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains
whereas reflectors for events recorded on SP 10 are located about 5 km to the east of the
mountains. Normal two-way travel time at the base of the crust from SPs 10 and 12 are
-9.70 and -9.50 s respectively.
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FIGURE 2.5, (a) Parts of shot records after spherical-divergence correction, band-pass
filtering, fx-decon, f-k filters, and normal-moveout correction, displaying highamplitude multicyclic Moho reflections. Normal twtt to the Moho is ~10.6 s from these
shots with reflection points located beneath the western flank of the Maverick Springs
Range (Figure 2.1). (b) and (c) Parts of shot records with spherical-divergence correction
and band-pass filtering showing prominent mid- and lower crustal reflective zones.
Insets at bottom of figures are enlarged events from white boxes. Note diffractions on SP
8 which may result from truncated or local intrusions (sills?) possibly associated with
intrusion of the Harrison Pass pluton.
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2.5

Seismic and Gravity Modeling
In this section, we present 2-D velocity models derived from seismic ray-

inversions of in-line and cross-line profiles. The datum for computing elevation statics
for the in-line and cross-line profiles was set at 1,840 m above sea level. Figure 2.6
shows subsurface midpoint locations for some representative shots recorded by the in-line
and cross-line profiles. Although the crosslines are approximately perpendicular to the
main profile, the locations of the shots along the main profile produce a series of
transverse swaths roughly parallel to the main profile (Figure 2.6). These swaths have
been modeled as discrete samples along the range in a fashion similar to samples along
the main line (Figure 2.6). Gravity modeling based on the seismic velocity structure
determined for the N-S profile was done to check if the velocity model was reasonable.

2.5.1

Seismic Modeling
We performed inverse modeling using 2-D ray-tracing and ray-inversion code

written by Zelt (1990) and modified by Steve Sorenson (University of Arizona) using the
Pg, PiP, PiP and PmP arrivals. For the in-line profile, we picked Pg arrivals on 3,671
traces, PiP arrivals on 1,544 traces, PjP arrivals on 1,709 traces, and PmP arrivals on
1,705 traces from a total of twelve shots (SPs 4-5 and 8-17). The refracted arrivals, Pg ,
from the twelve shots show irregular arrivals times (Figure 2.7a) suggesting that upper
crustal velocities vary both vertically and laterally. However, in some instances
dismption of arrivals corresponded strongly to receiver position regardless of shot

FIGURE 2.6, Shaded relief map of the Ruby Mountains showing representative
subsurface reflection midpoints for shots recorded on in-line and cross-line profiles.
ISP= inline shot point number. Numbers below the ISP are normal two-way travel time
at the Moho. Constant velocity of 6.3 km/s used for normal-moveout correction for every
shot gather. Three cross sections, main inline, Harrison Pass crossline, and Overland
Pass crossline, are shown in Figure 2.7c-e (see text for discussion).
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FIGURE 2.7, (a) Refracted arrivals, Pg, from 12 shots used in analysis for the inline
transect. Small squares represent observed travel times. Solid lines represent calculated
travel times based on near-surface velocity stmcture shown in (b). (c) Final velocity
model of the inline profile, (d) Final velocity model determined for in-line shots recorded
on Overland Pass crossline. (e) Final velocity model determined for in-line shots
recorded on Harrison Pass crossline. Dashed lines represent areas of no seismic ray
coverage. Summary inversion results of the models are shown in Tables 2.5 a-c. dv:
velocity uncertainty (km/s); dz: depth uncertainty (km).
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location, showing that near-surface structural complexity accounts for the irregularities in
arrival times. For example, SP 16 (Figure 2.3d) shows a concave upward curvature
(cupped shape) of first arrivals at receiver locations between 1,317 and 1,369, suggesting
that faults bounding a near-surface low-velocity zone may be present beneath these
receiver locations.
Reflected arrivals reveal significant variations in normal twtt to the PiP, PiP and
Pn,P zones which are most likely due to laterally changing velocities. We calculated
approximate starting interval velocities of the near-surface and upper crust for the ray
inversion process using slope/intercept (Robinson, 1983) and tau-p (Stoffa et al., 1981)
analyses. We also used the X'-T" method (Robinson, 1983) to determine the starting
interval velocities for the middle and lower crust. From our data, we were unable to
determine an upper mantle velocity and chose a velocity of 7.8 km/s as suggested by
Valasek et al. (1987). The degree of uncertainty of choosing the refracted arrivals, Pg,
ranged from 0.016 to 0.032 s and the uncertainty for reflected arrivals ranged from 0.024
to 0.040 s. These uncertainties were due to variable signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios for later
refracted arrivals, discontinuous layers for the reflected arrivals, and variations in data
character caused by different types of recording instruments. The starting model was
constructed with constraints on where velocity and boundary variations should and should
not occur. Either the velocities or the boundaries were fixed for successive iterations and
one or the other was allowed to vary with a damped least-squares-inversion approach.
We selected a final model that corresponded well with known geology, predicted 90% of
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observed travel times, and had root-mean-square (rms) residuals of around 0.1 s or less as
well as a "goodness-of-fit" (x") within the 0.05 level of significance.
We also calculated 2-D velocity-inversion models for the Harrison Pass and
Overland Pass crosslines to detemaine three-dimensional subsurface structure at crossline locations. Area] distribution of reflection midpoints allowed us to construct a quasi3-D velocity profile. We generated the two velocity models for the Harrison Pass and
Overland Pass crosslines based on midpoint geometries due to the fact that the cross-line
midpoints are not exactly perpendicular to the main in-line profile for every shot. Figure
2.7b-e show the velocity-structure models. Table 2.5 shows a summary of inversion
results for the models.

2.5.2

Gravity Modeling
To check for consistency of the model with the gravity field, we performed 2-D

gravity modeling based on the crustal velocity modeling results. Bouguer anomaly values
along the seismic profile were obtained from U.S. Defense Mapping Agency unclassified
gravity data current to 1990. Average near-surface densities were set at respective values
of 2,420 kg/m^ and 2,450 kg/m^ for the northern and southern parts of the profile based
on estimated average densities of combined Tertiary and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
(Figure 2.8a). The average near-surface velocities of the underlying basement rocks
indicate that densities at the southern end of the range should be higher than those to the
north. Some upper crustal rocks (including part of the RM-EHR igneous and
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TABLE 2.5, Summary results of inverting (a) the inline, (b) Overland Pass crossline
and (c) Harrison Pass crossline. Nob is the total number of observations. Npre is the
number of observations used in the inversion, at is the average pick uncertainty in
seconds. Trms is the root-mean-square travel-time residual with respect to the observed
data.
(a) In-line profile

Phase
P.
PiP
P2P
PmP

Nob

Npre

Ot

Trms

3671
1544
1709
1705

3648
1468
1611
1654

0.020
0.028
0.032
0.032

0.120
0.151
0.138
0.163

(b) Overland Pass crossline

Phase

Nob

Npre

Ot

Trms

P.
PiP
P2P
PmP

554
325
262
250

554
325
262
250

0.016
0.024
0.032
0.028

0.067
0.095
0.159
0.054

(c) Harrison Pass crossline

Phase

Nob

Npre

at

Trms

P.
PiP
P2P
PmP

542
462
372
446

542
462
372
446

0.016
0.024
0.032
0.028

0.098
0.108
0.131
0.116
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FIGURE 2.8, (a) Contributing gravity values computed for individual layers: basin fill
and sedimentary rocks, upper, middle and lower crust, (b) Observed (dots) and calculated
(asterisks) gravity values, (c) Crustal density model based on seismic velocity model.
Densities in kg/m^.
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metamorphic complex and the Harrison Pass pluton) having velocities of 5.8-5.85 km/s
were assigned a density of 2,670 kg/m^ whereas those with a velocity of 6.12 km/s
(including other lithologies of the RM-EHR igneous and metamorphic complex) were
assigned a density of 2,700 kg/m^ (Figure 2.8a). Estimates of densities used for the
middle crust, lower crust, and upper mantle for the western Basin and Range were set at
2,870, 2,950 and 3,300 kg/m^, respectively (Hall and Chase, 1989). All of the assigned
densities are within < 3% of densities predicted for the corresponding average velocities
In these zones based on the velocity-density relationship of Christensen and Mooney
(1995). Gibbs et al. (1968) suggested that a large mass of lower average density (e.g., a
large volume of the Harrison Pass pluton and gneissic granite with a density of 2,650
kg/m^) is present beneath the range. However, we did not assign a low density (i.e., 2,650
kg/m^) to the upper crust in this area because our velocity values near the Harrison Pass
pluton are not significantly different from adjacent areas. A density of 2,670 kg/m^ was
used as a reference value. Note that absolute gravity values were not calculated; we were
principally interested in determining whether each layer in our structural model produced
anomalies different from the observed anomaly.
Figure 2.8a displays separately calculated gravity anomalies for the near-surface,
upper, middle and lower crustal layers. Figure 2.8b compares total calculated and
observed gravity anomalies along the profile. The pattern of observed and calculated
anomalies corresponds well with one another except at the northern ends of the profile,
where we did not have sufficient ray coverage to place constraints on densities and
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boundary geometries. The gravity model is best constrained between 10 and 90 km.
Note that the density structure of the near-surface sediments is the most significant
parameter affecting the model (Figures 2.7a and 2.7b), and is the best constrained from
seismic arrivals. The crustal structure derived from the seismic model agrees well with
the gravity data where constraints on the velocity-density model are adequate (Figures
2.7a-c).

2.6

Results and Interpretations
Comparison of in-line and cross-line velocity models reveals that upper, middle

and lower crustal layers are irregular in detail (Figures 2.6c-e). Table 2.6 lists mean rootmean-square, average, interval and temperature-corrected interval velocities as functions
of depth, and possible lithologies corresponding to the temperature-corrected interval
velocities. Figure 2.9 shows mean interval and average velocities as step functions for
every 2-km in depth for the Ruby Mountains transect together with the interval velocities
proposed by Valasek et al. (1987) for the Ruby Mountains and Hawman et al. (1990) for
western Nevada. Figure 2.10 displays our final interpretation of the velocity structure and
geology of the crust along the in-line transect. A detailed explanation and interpretation
of this model is discussed below.

2.6.1

Near-Surface Structure and Upper Crust
The upper part of Figure 2.10 illustrates our interpretation of the near-surface

velocity structure displayed in Figure 2.7b. Since the data were acquired with a relatively
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TABLE 2.6, Representative time-velocity relationships and possible corresponding
lithologic units for the Ruby Mountains transect. Vnns = root-mean-squared velocity; Vave
= average velocity; Vjnt = interval velocity; T-c Vim = temperature-corrected interval
velocity using temperature derivatives in the range 2-3 x 10"^ kiti/s °C (Christensen,
1979; Kem and Richter, 1981), and thermal gradient for the Basin and Range suggested
by Lachenbruch and Sass (1978). Sources: (1) Domenico, 1984; (2) Christensen, 1989;
(3) Holbrook et al„ 1992 ; and (4) Christensen, 1996

Time
(s)

Depth
(km)

V
^ rms

V
* JVC

Vu,t

(km/s)

(km/s)

(km/s)

T-c Vi„
(km/s)

0.1
0.5

0-0.1
1.0

2.863
4.170

2.863
4.110

2.863
4.907

2.9
4.9

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

2.0
5.5
8.5
11.5

4.903
5.462
5.680
5.808

4.806
5.378
5.615
5.755

5.675
6.003
6.100
6.216

5.7
6.0
6.1
6.2

metaquartzite. schist, marble,
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FIGURE 2.9, Average I-D velocity-depth relationships. Solid line represents interval
velocities every 2 km (this study). Dot-dashed line represents smoothed average crustal
velocities (this study). Dotted line represents interval velocities for the Ruby Mountains
determined by Valasek et al. (1987). Dashed line represents interval velocities for the
western Basin and Range determined by Hawman et al. (1990).
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FIGURE 2.10, Structural and geological interpretation along the Ruby Mountains
transect. The rocks consisting of surficial deposits and sedimentary rocks, RM-EHR
igneous and metamorphic complex rocks, the Harrison Pass pluton, low-grade to nonmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks, middle crust that possible lithologies from seismic
velocities are paragranulite, felsic granulite, felsic amphibolite gneiss, mica quartz schist,
granite-granodiorite, phyllite, slate, metagraywacke, and diabase, lower crust that possible
lithologies from seismic velocities are mafic granulite, mafic garnet granulite,
anorthositic granulite, anorthosite, diabase, greenschist-facies basalt, amphibolite, and
calcite marble. No vertical exaggeration. See text for discussion.
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close spacing (about 100 m), they provided a detailed view of the near-surface geology.
The model shows that the contact between low-velocity (sedimentary) rocks and
crystalline basement has significant relief controlled by late-Tertiary normal faults. Nearsurface velocities vary vertically and laterally above the irregular crystalline basement
surface (Figure 2.7b). To the north, where middle crustal rocks are exposed, near-surface
velocities range from 1.90 to 4.80 km/s. The starting near-surface velocities in the
northern part of the profile are lower than in the southern part because rocks in the north
consist of relatively thick unconsolidated Tertiary basin-fill sediments overlying higher
velocity rocks whereas in the south, near-surface rocks consist of thinner Tertiary basinfill overlying Paleozoic sedimentary rocks including limestone and dolomite. These
velocities are consistent with near-surface velocities determined by Hawman and Ahmed
(1995) near Secret Pass Valley. To the south, exposures of upper crustal rocks range in
velocity from 3.01 to 4.80 km/s. Basement rock velocity in die north is 6.12 km/s
whereas to the south, it is 5.85 km/s. Moreover, to the north, the basement surface is
offset by at least three buried faults (Figures 2.1 and 2.9); one located near SPs 9 and 16,
and the other two located near SP 10. The basement fault near SPs 9 and 16, which was
mapped as an inferred fault by Howard et al. (1979), has an offset of 0.4 km and dips to
the north. Of the two faults near SP 10, one has about 2.6 km of offset and dips steeply to
the south, while the second has about 1 km of offset and has gentle apparent dip to the
north. We interpret the smaller offset fault of this pair to be the normal fault shown on
the geologic map of the northern Ruby Mountains (Howard et al., 1979; Snoke et al..
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1990). This fault is drawn as a contact between hanging wall Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks and footwall igneous and metamorphic rocks. It is oblique to the profile and
therefore appears to dip more gently than its true dip. These two faults form an
asymmetric graben along Secret Pass Valley. To the south, we were unable to infer the
presence of specific basement faults because first arrivals south of Harrison Pass have
relatively lower S/N ratios and less distinct near-surface offsets.
A zone of reflections that are interpreted as the upper crust-middle crust transition
(PiP) occurs in a depth range of 12-16 km. The deepest PiP events (-16 km) occur
beneath the middle of the profile between Harrison Pass and Ruby Dome. The shallowest
P|P events occur south of Harrison Pass and also at the northern end of the profile. At the
base of the upper crust, velocities range from 6.17 to 6.25 km/s. The 6.17 km/s zone
appears at the middle of the profile (Figure 2.7c).

2.6.2

Middle Crust
Interval velocities of the middle crust range from 6.35 to 6.45 km/s and

discontinuous events characterize the reflectivity. We did not find a significant lateral
velocity change in the middle crust along the mountain range. We interpreted the
discontinuous reflections as either the result of lithologic changes or lateral change in S/N
ratios and surface and near-surface conditions such as undulating topography and
weathering zones. SP 8 shows high-amplitude events in the middle crust at a depth of
about 18 km (at 6 s twtt in Figure 2.5c). We interpret these events as possible intrusive

(felsic ?) sills because they define a roughly tabular-shaped zone 5 km long and 2 km
thick and display multicyclic reflectivity suggestive of layering. These events appear to
be terminated to the south where they exhibit diffractions. The strong reflection zone is
quite similar to events on some of the shots from the COCORP profile from central Death
Valley (Serpa et al., 1988).

2.6.3

Lower Crust
Interval velocities in the lower crust range from 6.60 to 6.80 km/s. As with the

middle crust, there is no detectable lateral velocity change in the lower crust. However,
there are two local highly reflective zones within the lower crust at depths of about 26
and 29 km. We speculate that these reflective zones could be intrusive sills with
dimensions approximately 6 km long and 1.5 km thick, and 10 km long and 800 m thick,
respectively (Figures 2.5b and 2.5c). Note that the Fresnel zone, the minimum diameter
of a well-resolved reflecting zone, is about 5 km for the lower crust. Thus these "sills"
are local anomalies in the lower crust. The seismic results suggest that the lower crust is
composed of thin and discontinuous layers of high and low velocities as displayed in
seismic sections with multicyclic reflections.

2.6.4 The Moho
Since upper mantle

arrivals were not recorded, we were unable to determine the

upper mantle velocity. We did record strong multicyclic Moho reflections in some shots
such as SP 1(Figure 2.5a). The seismic data show that the Moho transition appears to be
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at about 9.5-11.O s normal twtt and is a zone approximately 1.6-2.7 km thick (based on a
multicyclic reflection zone about 0.4-0.7 s normal twtt). Velocity-structure models from
the Harrison Pass crossline (where rays pass through ~ 1/4 of the width of the range), the
inline, and the Overland Pass crossline show that crustal thicknesses vary irregularly from
30.5 to 33.5 km (Figures 2.6c-e). These results confirm that the base of the crust is nearly
flat and suggests that crustal thickness does not reflect the local surface relief (Klemperer
et al., 1986; Thompson et al., 1989; Valasak et al., 1989).

2.7

Discussion

2.7.1

Seismic vs. Geologic Transition
Based on geologic exposures, Harrison Pass is cited as a transition between the

upper cmst and middle crust (Howard et al., 1979; Snoke et al., 1990; Hudec, 1992).
However, our in-line velocity structure shows no corresponding lateral transition at
Harrison Pass. Instead our model shows that the lateral velocity of the near-surface
basement changes to the east of Ruby Dome, north of the Harrison Pass pluton. A
geologic cross section along the Ruby Mountains by Howard et al. (1979) shows that
metamorphic rock units above Jurassic granite are thicker from Ruby Dome to the
northern end of the mountains. Our velocity model, which has a velocity increase at
Ruby Dome, appears to be consistent with the Howard et al. (1979) cross-section.
Although the middle crustal rocks exposed from Harrison Pass to Ruby Dome show an
increase in metamorphic grade, it is possible that, in the subsurface, the rocks consist of a
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thin section of metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks that overly the large body of Jurassic
granite as inferred in the cross-section of Howard et al. (1979). Relatively low velocities
(5.80 km/s) between Harrison Pass and Ruby Dome may also reflect a large volume of
granite.
In our inversion velocity model, velocity and depth are dependent model
parameters so that there is some ambiguity between velocity and depth. Thus it would be
possible to model the northward increase in velocity to occur at Harrison Pass by making
the near-surface layer thinner and using a correspondingly higher velocity. However, this
model, using shallower basement and higher velocity at Harrison Pass, is inconsistent
with industry reflection seismic profiles that intersect the survey line and constrain
basement depths. In addition, the first-arrival velocity determinations from the shots near
Harrison Pass are similar to the velocity indicated in our final inversion model.

2.7.2

Depths to the Moho
Depths to the Moho range from 30.5 to 33.5 km (9.5-11.0 s normal twtt) and

apparently do not reflect local surface relief along the eastern flank of the Ruby
Mountains and adjacent basin (Figures 2.6 and 2.7c-e). If the Moho direcdy reflected
topography (i.e., the crust had no stength). Figure 2.7e would show the Moho
significantly deeper than Figures 2.6c and 2.6d because it has midpoint locations located
beneath higher elevations (Figure 2.6). A seismic reflection profile across Secret Pass
Valley (near the northern end of this survey) by Valasek et al. (1989) displays the Moho
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reflection at 9.6-10.5 s normal twtt, or -30 km. Thus, where sampled, the Moho appears
to occur in a depth range of 30-33.5 km. Crustal thickness of the eastern flank of the
Ruby Mountains is also about the same as the regional average for the central and western
Nevada (Prodehl, 1979; Thompson et al., 1989; Hawman et al., 1990).
If simple local isostatic compensation is assumed, the depth to the Moho beneath
the core of the Ruby Mountains should be about 6 km greater than beneath adjacent
basins since the range has an average elevation about 1.0 km higher than the adjacent
basins. Moho depth beneath Ruby Dome would be even greater. Our results show that
depths to the Moho beneath the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains do not exhibit
significant local variations corresponding to local changes in surface topography;
however, the location of the profile cannot resolve a possible root beneath the core of the
range.
Table 2.7 summarizes a 1-D isostatic balance model using the geometry of the
near-surface, upper and middle crust to predict depth to the Moho and whether the crust
along the profile is in isostatic balance. The reference column was chosen at SP 16.
Predictions of the depth to the Moho at Harrison Pass and for the southern end of the
profile are not significantly different from the seismic model, but the predicted depth at
SP 8 is ~l-km shallower than the seismically determined depth. To have the
gravitationally predicted Moho boundary correspond to the seismic model, either the
middle or lower crust (or both) should have a density greater than the reference column.
For example, calculated density differences are either 45 kg/m^ in the middle crust or 39
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kg/m^ in the lower crust (corresponding to bulk densities of 2,870 kg/m^ and 2,950 kg/m^
respectively) as shown in the table. The strongly reflective zones that are interpreted as
intrusive sills on SP 8 and SP 14 (Figures 2.5b and 2.5c) indicate a large velocity and/or
density contrast between country rocks and the sills, and may produce density anomalies
in the middle and lower crust. These results tend to suggest that the Ruby Mountains
achieve isostatic balance along the seismic profile, but location of the profile at the
boundary between the mountain range and basin may mask effects due to a crustal root
beneath the core of the range or "anti-root" beneath the basin. Although the thickness of
the crust varies irregularly from 30.5 to 33.5 km, these variations are not significant to the
crustal balance along the profile.
TABLE 2.7, One-dimensional isostatic models for different locations along the Ruby
Mountains transect. Reference column is at SP 16 (north). All columns calculated
from sea level to 100 km depth. Z is depth, T is thickness and p is density. Depth to
Moho from seismic interpretations: Southern Ruby Mountains: 31.66 km; Harrison
Pass: 31.06 km; Center: 31.16 km.

South (SPs 11,13)

Harrison (SP 14)

North (SP 16)

Center (SP 8)

Z

T

Z

T

Z

T

Z

T

km

km

kg/m^

km

km

kg/m^

km

km

kg/m

km

km

kg/m'

0.0
1.16
10.50
19.84

1.16
9.34
9.34
11.83
68.33
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0.0
12.81
20.47

12.81
7.66
10.53
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0.0
13.81
21.82
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2670
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0.0
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13.18
10.80
7.14
68.88

2700
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2950
3300

31.67

P

31.00

P

30.12

P

31.12

P
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2.7.3

Reflectivity of the Lower Crust
A discontinuous zone of reflectivity in the lower crust is evident at offsets beyond

20 km on the Ruby Mountains shot records. At offsets beyond 70 km, the reflectivity of
the Moho is stronger and more prominent than the lower crust reflectivity, although lower
crustal reflectivity is still observable. Several seismic reflection profiles across highly
extended areas show highly reflective sections in the middle and/or lower crust
(Matthews, 1986; BClemperer et al., 1986; Allmendinger et al., 1987; Hobbs et al., 1987;
McCarthy and Thompson, 1988; Thompson et al., 1989; Valasak et al., 1989; Mooney
and Meissner, 1992). However, we interpreted a highly reflective zone only in the lower
crust. According to McCarthy and Thompson (1988), four possible geological candidates
for the origin of the discontinuous crustal reflectivities are: (1) tabular mafic or other
igneous intrusions; (2) transposed compositional layering; (3) aligned minerals; or (4)
microcracks and porosity. In this study, we favor aligned minerals and transposed
compositional layering to be the cause of the lower crustal reflectors. If large mafic
intrusions in the lower crust were present, we would have detected a higher average lower
crustal velocity. Microcracks and porosity are also unlikely causes of the reflections due
to the depths involved.
An earlier reflecdon seismic survey conducted by the Universit>' of Wyoming
using vertical-incidence to wide-angle seismic data acquisition across the northern end of
the Ruby Mountains near Secret Pass Valley, displays an overall highly reflective crust
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(Valasek et al., 1987, 1989). In contrast, COCORP Nevada Line 4 which passed across
the southern end of the Ruby Mountains at Overland Pass, reveals a local absence of
strongly reflective crustal events. Based on these data, Hauser et al. (1987) suggested the
absence of highly reflective crust beneath the Ruby Mountains was due to local structural
complications caused by transverse faults, intrusions or other complexities. Smithson and
Johnson (1989) argued that the differences along the COCORP profile were principally
an effect of recording and/or processing. However, strong lower crustal reflectivity was
evident on our shot records only for offsets greater than -20 km (e.g.. Figures 2.3a, 2.3c,
and 3d). Since the COCORP profile was recorded with offsets of -10 km or less, it
suggests lithologic control on lower crustal reflectivity beneath the southem Ruby
Mountains.

2.7.4

Moho Reflectivity
The Moho beneath the eastern margin of the Ruby Mountains appears to be a

strong, relatively continuous reflective zone at near-critical to post-critical angles (offsets
> 70 km). Klemperer et al. (1986) reported a strong continuous normal-incidence
reflection from the Moho in Nevada, along the COCORP 40° N transect. They suggested
that the occasional absence of Moho reflections on the COCORP profile could be caused
by higher noise, reduced signal penetration or waveform distortion rather than by
geology. Valasek et al. (1989) reported that the Moho reflection from vertical-incidence
to wide-angle data in the northern Ruby Valley exhibits relatively high amplitude. In

contrast, our seismic data show only locally strong Moho reflection amplitudes from
vertical-incidence to near-critical incidence. Beyond offsets of 20 km, reflection
amplitudes from the lower crust may be stronger than, or similar to, ampiimdes of Moho
reflections. Therefore, the reflectivity of the Moho may be indistinguishable from that of
the lower crust.
Seismic investigations of other metamorphic core complexes show that the
reflectivity of the Moho varies widely (McCarthy et al., 1991; Flueh and Okaya, 1989).
For example, results from PACE data from the Whipple Mountains metamorphic core
complex in southeastern California reported strong Moho reflectivity (McCarthy et al.,
1991) whereas results from CALCRUST data recorded southwest of the Whipple
Mountains reported weak Moho reflectivity (Flueh and Okaya, 1989). Our results show
low reflectivity for the Moho at normal incidence and relatively high reflectivity for nearcritical to post-critical reflections. Using Zoeppritz equations and a Poisson's ratio of
0.25, our model velocities and densities suggest that reflection coefficients between the
lower crust and the upper mantle should decrease between 0° and 40°. Beyond 40°, the
reflection coefficients abruptly increase (offsets >70 km). Hence, we conclude that
recorded Moho reflections in this area are dependent on the offsets.

2.7.5

Velocity Model Non-Uniqueness
A major problem with an inversion model is that the solution is non-unique.

Since we determined the crustal structure velocity for the Ruby Mountains by using such
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a method, our model is not the only solution for the velocity structure of Ruby Mountains.
Stoerzel (1996) presented an alternative velocity-structure model based on the same data.
In Stoerzel's model five (B, C, D, Ml and M2) interfaces were chosen whereas we used
three (PjP, P2P and PmP) interfaces. Seismic reflections from the B and C interfaces in
Stoerzel's model are similar to those from the PiP interface in our model. The northern
half of the transect of Stoerzel's model shows a high velocity layer in the lower crust,
which was interpreted as representing up to 12 km of high-velocity material added into
the lower cmst. In contrast, our model shows relatively minor velocity changes in the
middle and lower crust from the south to the north. We interpreted this to indicate that
the lower cmst is similar along the transect and that there was no major addition of highvelocity material to the lower crust. Although the events selected in the two analyses are
similar, the principal difference between the models is the correlation of each interface
from shot to shot. The variance between the two models points out certain inherent
ambiguities in seismic interpretation, where different conclusions can be drawn from
similar data (c.f.. Wolf and Cipar, 1993 and Parsons et al., 1996; Holbrook, 1990 and
Catchings and Mooney, 1991). However, an important question concerning the velocity
structure for the Ruby Mountains is whether crustal thickness along the transect reflects
the surface topography (i.e., that the crust is in local isostatic compensation).
Interestingly, both our interpretation and that of Stoerzel show that local variations in
crustal thickness are small, and do not directly reflect surface relief in the range.
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2.7.6

Tectonic Evolution
Earlier studies and our results show that (1) the Moho is relatively smooth under

the Ruby Mountains and adjacent basins (Hauser et al., 1987; Valasak et al., 1989); (2)
the lower crust is reflective; and (3) Bouguer gravity values over the mountains are
relatively low (Gibbs et al., 1968) and even lower than other nearby ranges although the
elevation of the Ruby Mountains is higher (Mabey, 1964).
Several different models to explain crustal evolution of the core complexes have
been proposed (e.g. Spencer, 1984; Coney and Harms, 1984; Gans, 1987; Wernicke and
Axen, 1988; Buck, 1988; Lister and Davis, 1989; Block and Royden, 1990; Thompson
and McCarthy, 1990; Yin, 1991). Results from our study appear consistent with the
crustal flow and/or gravitational spreading models (e.g., Coney and Harms, 1984; Block
and Royden, 1990) for the evolution of the Ruby Mountains. The presence of
discontinuous reflections in the lower crust may be evidence of a ductile lower crust
during extension. Ductile flow may have caused lithologic layering and alignment of
minerals producing reflective anisotropy. In the crustal flow model, during extension,
material flows laterally into the extending zone from adjacent areas, resulting in a
relatively constant regional crustal thickness at the Moho. Our interpretation differs from
that of Stoerzel (1996) who interprets significant magmatic additions to the lower crust
coupled with crustal flow. We argue that if major underplating had taken place under the
Ruby Mountains, both a high-velocity layer above the Moho as well as a high (positive)
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gravity anomaly would be detected. Our seismic results and gravity modeling do not
support the existence of such an underplated zone (but also see Stoerzel, 1996).

2.8

Conclusions
The 1992-1993 seismic experiment provided good to very good data quality. We

used 2-D ray-inversion modeling on twelve shots recorded inline, together with two
crosslines. We determined velocities in the upper crust by modeling refracted arrivals,
whereas we determined velocities in the middle and lower crust by using pre-critical to
wide-angle reflected arrivals. The refracted arrivals are relatively strong for every shot.
The reflected arrivals from intra-crustal velocity contrasts are variable in continuity and
reflection amplitude, but are evident for both normal-incidence and wide-angle offsets.
Our interpreted velocity profile beneath the Ruby Mountains shows that the crust can be
divided into three main layers corresponding to the upper, middle and lower crust.
Discontinuous reflections from the upper, middle and lower crust reveal discontinuous
layers that characterize the crust in this region. The lower crust is the most reflective
zone. From east of Ruby Dome to the north along the profile (where middle cmstal rocks
are exposed), velocities of the upper cmst range from 6.12 to 6.20 km/s and near-surface
velocities range from 1.90 to 4.80 km/s. From east of Ruby Dome to the southern end of
the profile (where upper cmstal rocks are exposed), upper cmstal velocities range from
5.80 to 6.25 km/s and the near-surface velocities range from 3.01 to 4.80 km/s. For the
entire transect, middle cmstal velocities range from 6.35 to 6.45 km/s, and lower cmstal
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velocities range from 6.60 to 6.80 km/s. A transitional increase in seismic velocity occurs
near Ruby Dome, - 25 km north of Harrison Pass, where a geological transition between
upper-crustai rocks and middle crustal rocks is indicated by surface mapping.
Although uplift of the northern part of the range is greater than that to the south,
the thickness of the present crust does not vary according to the degree of uplift nor does
it correspond direcdy with small surface relief at least along the eastern flank of the
range. However, location of the profile, at the edge of the mountain range, does not
permit more detailed analysis of the role of a crustal root beneath the core or the range.
Our results suggest that modificadon of the crust during extension and exhumation was
accomplished by intra-crustal processes (perhaps crustal flow) rather than by large-scale
magmatic underplating; crustal thickness along the eastern flank of the range constant,
varying between 30.5 and 33.5 km, showing no seismically obvious effect of the much
greater uplift of the range in the north than in the south.
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CHAPTER 3 Constraints on Crustal Composition Beneath tlie Eastern Flank of the
Ruby Mountains Metamorphic Core Complex: Results from 3-Component NormalIncidence to Wide-Angle Seismic Data

3.1

Abstract
P- and S-wave velocity structure determined from seismic experiments in 1992

and 1993 along the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex
shows that the crust can be divided into three main layers corresponding to the upper,
middle and lower crust. We interpreted crustal composition by integrating results of Pwave velocities (Vp), S-wave velocities (Vs), Poisson's ratios (c), seismic anisotropy,
and reflection character with published geologic maps of the area. Our results show that
(1) the near-surface is composed of unconsolidated to consolidated sediments, limestone,
dolomite, siltstone, sandstone, porous sandstone, conglomerate, and weathered granite
with Vp, Vs, a, and seismic anisotropy of 1.90-4.8 km/s, 1.01-2.75 km/s, 0.25-0.33, and
0.6-2.5%, respectively; (2) upper crustal rocks most likely consist of metaquartzite,
schist, granite gneiss, and granite-granodiorite with Vp of 5.80-6.25 km/s, Vs of 3.203.72 km/s, a of 0.22-0.25, and anisotropy of 0.6-2.5%; (3) possible middle crustal rocks
are paragranulite, felsic granulite, felsic amphibolite gneiss, granite-granodiorite, and
mica-quartz schist with Vp of 6.35-6.45 km/s, Vs of 3.70-3.75 km/s, and a of 0.24; and
(4) lower crustal rocks most likely consist of granulite- rather than amphibolite-facies
rocks with Vp of 6.60-6.80 km/s, Vs of 3.85-3.92 km/s, a of 0.24-0.25, and anisotropy of
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<3%. Our results suggest that (I) fluid-filled fractures and significant underplating are
unlikely in the lower crust; (2) lower crustal rocks were stretched into sub-horizontal
geometries with aligned minerals during extension, creating seismic lamellae in the lower
crust; (3) the present seismic velocities of highly extended core complex crust and
normally extended Basin and Range crust are similar; and (4) orientations of fast shear
waves near the surface and in the upper crust are sub-parallel to the regional maximum
horizontal compressive stress in the Nevada part of the Basin and Range province.

3.2

Introduction
Numerous geophysical smdies in die Basin and Range of Nevada (e.g., EClemperer

et al., 1986; Allmendinger et al., 1987; McCarthy and Thompson, 1988; Valasek et al.,
1989; Hawman et al., 1990; Holbrook, 1990; Carbonell and Smithson, 1991) have greatly
increased knowledge of crustal structure and evolution. However fundamental problems
about the nature of extended crust still remain. These problems include the role of deep
processes in the evolution of core complexes (Spencer, 1984; Wernicke, 1985; Wernicke
and Axen, 1988), the possibility of fluids in the crust, magma ponded at the Moho, the
nature of lower crustal layering (Klemperer et al., 1986; Allmendinger et al., 1987;
Hyndman and Klemperer, 1989; Smithson and Johnson, 1989; Valasek et al., 1987,
1989), and addition of material to the deep crust, particularly under the rapidly uplifted
core complexes as underplating (Valasek et al., 1987, 1989; McCarthy and Thompson,
1988) or crustal flow (Gans, 1987; Block and Royden, 1990). Addressing these problems

requires detailed study of structure and composition of the crust using coincident P- and
S-wave analysis. A study of P- and S-wave velocities can place important constraints on
composition of the crust (Kem, 1982; Domenico, 1984; Christensen, 1996). Estimates of
S-wave velocities can help in choosing among alternative explanations for crustal
composition that are indistinguishable on the basis of P-wave data alone (Christensen and
Fountain, 1975; Kem and Richter, 1981; Goodwin and McCarthy, 1990; Hawman et al.,
1990; Johnson and Hartman, 1991; Zandt and Ammon, 1995; Stoerzel, 1996).
In this paper we present an interpretation of crustal structure and composition
along the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex, northeast
Nevada using coincident P- and S-wave seismic data collected at normal-incidence to
wide-angle offsets. We discuss crustal velocity anisotropy, fluid-filled fractures in the
crust, underplating, lower crustal flow beneath the uplifted core complex, and similarity
of core complex crust to "normal" Basin and Range crust.

3.3

Geologic setting
Generally, the geology of the Ruby Mountains-East Humboldts Range (RM-EHR)

is similar to other Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes in the Basin and Range
province of western North America (Coney, 1980; Armstrong, 1982). A characteristic
feature of the low-angle detachment faults associated with metamorphic core complexes
is the presence of a strong contrast in metamorphic grade between the hanging wall and
the footwall. The hanging wall exposes low-grade metamorphosed to unmetamorposed
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Paleozoic to Cenozoic upper crustal rocks. The footwall exposes rocks of greenschist to
amphibolite facies from the deep upper crust or middle crust.
The RM-EHR rises about I km above the surrounding topography. On a grand
scale it is a horst, faulted on its east and west flanks, and sloping topographically
westward. Based on relatively shallow industry seismic reflection profiles, low-angle
(20°-26°) normal faults bound the western flank whereas high-angle (60°-75°) normal
faults bound the eastern flank (see Chapter 4). The northern and southern Ruby
Mountains, separated by a topographic low at Harrison Pass where the Harrison Pass
pluton is exposed, are quite dissimilar in the types of rock exposures. The northern Ruby
Mountains are mainly underlain by strongly metamorphosed Paleozoic sedimentary and
igneous rocks, whereas the southern Ruby Mountains are dominantly composed of
unmetamorphosed Paleozoic sedimentary rocks.
Four main lithologic units are mapped over the RM-EHR (Figure 3.1), the RMEHR igneous and metamorphic complex, the Harrison Pass pluton, low-grade
metamorphic to non-metamorphosed sedimentary rocks, and surficial deposits and
Tertiary sedimentary rocks
The RM-EHR igneous and metamorphic complex unit in the central and the
northern part of the Ruby Mountains can be divided into two packages: migmatite and
mylonite zone. The migmatite zone is composed of intrusive rocks either with sparse
metamorphic inliers or with nappes and thrust faults that predate metamorphism. The
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FIGURE 3.1, Generalized geologic map of the Ruby Mountains (modified from Howard
etal., 1979; Coats, 1987; Snoke et al., 1990; Turner and Bawiec, 1991; Hudec, 1992),
showing 1992-1993 seismic experiment locations. The boundary between upper-crustal
and middle-crustal rocks in the footwall of the metamorphic core complex occurs north of
the Harrison Pass pluton as a metamorphic transition, with progressively deeper crustal
levels exposed to the north. Solid line along eastern flank of range represents receiver
stations. Stars = shots recorded by northern deployment. Triangles = shots recorded by
southern deployment. Dotted lines represent crosslines. Dashed line near Lamoille
Canyon represents receiver stations that recorded shot designated by a diamond.
Numbers next to shot points refer to shots referenced in text or figures. Smaller numbers
(with #) represent receiver-station numbers.
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intrusive rocks range in composition from granite to gabbro and vary from cross-cutting
dikes to deformed concordant sills which are complexly interlayered with adjacent
metamorphic rocks (Howard, 1980; Snoke, 1980; Snoke and Miller, 1988). Metamorphic
rocks are composed of quartzite, marble, dolomitic marble, calc-siligate gneiss,
quartzofeldspathic gneiss, and gneiss. Generally, metasedimentary rocks show subhorizontal foliations. The mylonite zone consists of laminated ductilely sheared
quartzite, schist, quartz diorite to granite gneiss, marble and tonalitic pegmatite (Snoke et
al., 1990). The mylonite zone is discontinuous, and is characterized by dips less than 20°
(McDonough and Fountain, 1993). Mylonitic lineations are uniformly oriented WNW
(Snoke and Lush, 1984). Thickness of the mylonite zone ranges from 25 m to 1.8 km
(Snoke and Lush, 1984; Hudec, 1992). Paleodepth of the mylonite zone is estimated to
be about 13-14 km (Hurlow et al., 1991). Fission track data from apatite show that the
mylonite zone reached relatively shallow crustal levels (T<110°) in Oligocene (-23.4 Ma,
Dokka and Snoke, 1986).
The Harrison Pass pluton consists of granite and granodiorite and is characterized
by large (3 to 5-cm-long) phenocrysts of microcline (Kister et al., 1981; Coats, 1987).
Aplite-pegmatite dikes locally intrude the granodiorite. Where it is in contact with the
detachment fault, the pluton displays cataclastic texmre and is overlain by
unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks of the Cedar Mountain klippe (Willden and
Thomas, 1967). On the basis of K-Ar dates on biotite, the pluton is estimated to be
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Oligocene in age (ca 29-36 Ma, Willden and Thomas, 1967; ca 25-35 Ma, Kister et al.,
1981).
The sequence of low-grade metamorphic to non-metamorphosed Paleozoic
miogeoclinal sedimentary rocks is composed of quartzite, limestone, dolomite, shale,
siltstone, sandstone, and conglomerate. The strata range in age from Cambrian to
Permian, and dip east (Sharp, 1942; Howard et al., 1979). In the southern Ruby
Mountains, die Paleozoic section contains an unbroken sequence from Cambrian to
Mississippian with a total thickness of about 5 km (Sharp, 1942). An estimate of total
thickness for the Paleozoic strata (Cambrian to Permian) ranges from 6 to 8 km (Sharp,
1942). However, unbroken Paleozoic strata from Ordovician to Permian exposed in
Carlin-Pinon Range west of the Ruby Mountains are about 7.5 km thick (Smith and
Ketner, 1975), and total thickness of Cambrian strata at the southern end of the Ruby
Mountains is 2.4 km (Sharp, 1942). Therefore, a reasonable estimate for the total
thickness of the Paleozoic strata for the Ruby Mountains should be about 8 km at the
upper limit of the Sharp (1942) estimate. Most of the Paleozoic rocks exposed in the
southern part of the range are Cambrian to Silurian quartzite, limestone, and dolomite.
Surficial deposits and Tertiary sedimentary units consist of rocks mostly from the
Humboldt Formation, and unconsolidated to consolidated alluvial, glacial till, lake bed
and talus deposits of Quaternary age (Sharp, 1942; Howard et al., 1979). The Humboldt
Formation is comprised of breccia, fanglomerate, sandstone, mudstone, shale, limestone,
tuff, tuffaceous sandstone and interbedded rhyolite flows (Sharp, 1942).
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Overall, exposures in the Ruby Mountains-East Humboldt Range from the south
to the north represent a cross-sectional view from deep upper crustal rocks to middle
crustal rocks. The seismic survey described in this study trends roughly N-S, parallel to
the strike of the range. The seismic line was designed to investigate the structural plunge
from rapidly uplifted core complex crust in the north to apparently more "normal" Basin
and Range crust to the south.

3.4

The 1992 and 1993 Seismic Data
In August 1992 and June 1993 the University of Arizona (in collaboration with

the University of Wyoming and the University of Georgia) acquired vertical-incidence to
wide-angle multicomponent seismic data along the eastern side of the Ruby Mountains
(Figure 3.1). The main line consisted of densely sampled and reversed P- and S-wave
data with an average station spacing between 68 and 100 m. Eighteen shots with highenergy explosive sources (170-1,080 kg) were recorded from the two experiments. The
1992 experiment, using a total of 1,622 channels, recorded into a 90-km-long main
profile and three 3 to 9-km-long cross-line profiles. Recorded data lengths were 22 s to
60 s, and provided initial coverage of areas along the range. The 1993 experiment, using
a total of 792 channels, recorded into a 60-km-long main profile and two 8 to 9-km-long
cross-line profiles. Recorded data length was 60 s, and provided infill subsurface
coverage and new information from areas of interest found in the earlier experiment.
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Tables 3.1-3.4 list detailed information on shots and recording systems used in the 1992
and 1993 experiments.
Data quality of the 1992 and 1993 seismic surveys provides sufficient information
to construct a model of crustal P- and S-wave velocities. Sixteen of the shots acquired in
the two surveys provided records that display from low to very high signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratios for P-waves and very low to high S/N ratios for S-waves (Tables 3.1 and 3.3).
Figure 3.2 displays seismic data processing flows for the P- and S-wave data.
Seismic data processing was performed using ProMAX and University of Arizona
geophysical software. The datum for computing elevation statics was 1,840 m above sea
level with a near-surface correction P-wave velocity of 3.50 km/s and S-wave velocity of
2.02 km/s. In general, the initial S-wave velocities used in parts of the data processing
(i.e., spherical-divergence corrections, normal-moveout corrections) were based on I/V3
of P-wave velocities, corresponding to a Poisson's of 0.25. The survey lines tend to be
crooked so the two horizontal components (SV and SH) were rotated into inline/radial,
and crossline/transverse components according to the main azimuth of the lines.
Bandpass filters, f-x decon, and/-A: filters enhanced S/N ratios of the P-wave and S-wave
data significantly.
A summary of the characteristics of the P- and S-wave data is presented in Table
3.5. In general, S-wave reflections display lower S/N ratios and lower amplitude than Pwave reflections. Figures 3.3a and 3.3b display portions of three component shot records

TABLE 3.1, Source information for 1992 experiment.
Shot Point

Shot

Shot

(SP#)

Depth

Size

Inline

Offset Range (km)

(m)

(kg)

N-S

Overland Pass

Harrison Pass

Secret Pass

Crossline

Remarks on S/N ratio
P-wave

S-wave

1

79

1088

87-128

42-43

71-74

127-128

high

low

2

55

750

5-50

95-98

62-64

4-7

misfired

misfired

3

67

500

48-82

3-8

31-33

91-92

4
5
6

750
250

32-75

18-21

34
52
67
70
73
25
56

275

-3-40
25-70

74-75
40-41
66-67

high
misfired

375
350
550
550
250
550

18-63
-6-39
17-61
34-78
5-49
45-90

52-55
26-29
33-36
43-46
66-69
83-86
2-6
95-97

14-17
16-17
20-22

low
high

very low

55
67

1-9
11-13
34-36
50-52
32-34
62-63

59-60
49-50
25-26
9-10
92-102
4-7

low
very high
very high
very high
high
very high

7
8
9
10
n
12

low
low
misfired
very low
high
high
high
low
high

TABLE 3.2, Recording systems used for northern, southern and cross-line deployments for 1992 experiment.
Equipmenl

Channels

Vertical Geophone
Type

DFS-V
REFTEK
SGR
1/0
MDS-10
MDS-10

360
270
180
720
192
192

Horizontal Geophone

Station Location

Freq.
(Hz)

Type

Freq.
(Hz)

Recorded
Comp.

North

South

10

L28LBH
L28LBH
L28LBH
SM4
LRSIOOO

4.5
4.5
4.5

SV, SH
SV.SH
SV
SV.SH
SV

1301-1420
1225-1300
1141-1225
901-1138

382-501
502-577
577-661
666-901

-

-

LlOA
L28LBH
LlOB

4.5
8

SM4
GSIOD
GSllD

10
8
10

10
8

Crosslines; A; Overland Pass, B; Secret Pass and C; Harrison Pass

Station
Crossline
-

B-10I-I30
-

A-lOI-200
C-105-200

Interval
(m)
100
100
100
80,68
50
50

TABLE 3.3, Source information for 1993 experiment.
Offset Range (lim)

Shot Point

Shot

Shot

(SP#)

Depth

Size

N-S

220

9-36
-6-29
8-33

200
275
140

-3-29
31-61
10-19

(m)

(kg)

13

53

14
15

47
37

210
165

16

40
46
35

17
18

Inline

Crossline
Overland Pass

Remarks on S/N ratio

Harrison Pass

Secret Pass

P-wave

S-wave

high
high
very high

low
low
high

-

very high
very high

high
high

-

high

low

-

31-33
1-6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TABLE 3.4, Recording systems used for northern, southern and cross-line deployments for 1993 experiment.
Equipment

DFS-V
REFTEK
SGR
SGR
MDS-10

Channels

120
300
180
180
192

Vertical Geophone
Type

Freq.
(Hz)

SM7
L28LBH
LlOB
LlOB
GSIOD

14
4.5
8
8
8

Horizontal Geophone
Type
Recorded
Freq.
(Hz)
Comp.
L28LBH
L28LBH
L28LBH
L28LBH
LRSIOOO

Crosslines; A; Harrison Pass, L: Lamoille canyon

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
8

SV
SV, SH
SV
SV
SV

Station Location

Station

North

South

Crossline

Interval
(m)

1083-1142
1185-1282
1142-1186
1281-1325

425-484
484-581
582-626

-

L-101-194

-

-

100
100
100
100

1325-1420

626-721

A-100-189

100

-

TABLE 3.5, Comparison between P-wave and S-wave data.

P-wave data

S-wave data

Refracted (Pg) arrivals are relatively
strong for every shot (e.g.. Figure 3.3).

Refracted (Sg) arrivals are strong events
but no continuous refracted arrivals can
be picked over entire shot gathers (e.g..
Figure 3.3).

The reflected arrivals of the sixteen
shots show discontinuous events from
0.0 - 11.0 s at normal twtt (e.g.. Figures
3.3a and 3.3b).

The reflected arrivals of the sixteen shots
show weak discontinuous events from
0.0- 19.0 s at normal twtt (e.g.. Figures
3.3a and 3.3b).

Three distinct reflective zones observed
(PiP, P2P, and PmP)(Figures 3.3 and
3.4).

Three reflective zones observed and
correlated with the P-wave data (S|S,
S2S, and SmS)(Figures 3.3 and 3.4).

Most shots recorded into the main line
show characteristic strong lower crustal
reflectivity that terminates at the Moho
(e.g. Figure 3.3)

Most shots recorded into the main line
show characteristic strong lower crustal
reflectivity that terminates at the Moho
(e.g. Figure 3.3)

The lower crust is the most reflective
zone at large increasing offset (e.g..
Figure 3.3b).

The lower crust is the most reflective
zone at large offset (e.g.. Figure 3.3b)

The lower crust and the Moho show
amplitude increase with increasing
offset.

Unable to determine amplitude increase
with offset in the lower crust or for the
Moho.

Strong reflection Moho evident in some
of shot gathers.

No strong reflection Moho evident in any
shot gather.

Noise observed in both refracted and
reflected arrivals (e.g.. Figure 3.6a).

Noise observed in both refracted and
reflected arrivals and can be correlated
with the noise shown in the P-wave data
(e.g.. Figure 3.6a).

P-wave data
Processing Flow Chart

S-wave data
Processing Flow Chart

1, Preprocessing

1. Preprocessing

Demultiplexing
Resampling to 4 ms
Sorting data into shot gathers
Correcting different instrument times
Correcting Tield elevation statics
Correcting spherical divergence

Demultiplexing
Resampling to 4 ms
Sorting data into shot gathers
Correcting different instrument limes
Correcting field elevation statics
Correcting spherical divergence
Rorating into radial and transverse component

I

I

2. Velocity Analysis

2. Velocity Analysis
Field 2D velocity inversion

I
3. Predictive deconvolution

Shear Splitting Analysis

Rotation into fast and slow comp.

Field 2D velocity inversion

I

I
4. Filtering •. Bandpass, f-x decon and f-k filters

3. Filtering; Bandpass, f-x decon and f-k filters

5. Nonnal Moveout Velocity Analysis

4. Normal Moveout Velocity Analysis

FIGURE 3.2, Seismic data processing flow charts.

I
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from shot points (SPs) 5 and 12. Typically, upper crustal refracted S-wave (Sg) arrival,
Uke the P-wave (Pg) is strong (e.g.. Figures 3.3a and 3.3c). The S-wave data have
dominant frequencies of 6-9 Hz and the P-wave data have dominant frequencies of 14-18
Hz. Although the dominant frequencies of the S-waves are lower than the P-waves,
reflected arrivals can be correlated between the P-wave and S-wave data sets (e.g..
Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Three distinct reflective zones were observed and were interpreted
as PiP, PiP, and Pn,P for P-wave data, and SiS, S^S, and SmS for S-wave data. The PiP
and SiS events are reflections from the boundary between the upper crust and middle
crust, the PoP and SoS events are reflections from the middle crust-lower crust transition,
and PmP and SmS events are reflections from the lower crust-upper mande transition. We
observed relatively weak crustal P-wave and S-wave reflectivities at vertical and nearvertical incidence. Thus, the reflectivities of the PjP, SjS, PiP, S2S, PmP, and SmS
arrivals, though are visible weak at vertical and near-vertical incidence, but are strong
with increasing offset (e.g.. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 ).

3.5

Seismic modeling
To determine crustal velocity structure, we performed forward and inverse

modeling using 2-D ray-tracing and ray-inversion code written by Zelt (1990) and
modified by Steve Sorenson (University of Arizona) for P- and S-wave arrivals from the
four layers (Pg, PiP, PiP, PmP, Sg, SiS, S2S, and SmS). For the in-line data, we picked Pg
arrivals on 3,671 traces, PiP arrivals on 1,544 traces, PiP arrivals on 1,709 traces, and
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FIGURE 3.3, Parts of 3-component shot gathers displayed with spherical-divergence
correction and filters (Figure 3.2) applied, (a) SP 5 and (b) SP 12 display crustal
reflectivities from vertical and two horizontal components, (c) Part of a vertical- and one
horizontal-component (radial) shot gather from SP 15, located near Secret Pass Valley
and shot to the south, showing strong Pg and Sg arrivals. Time axes on radial and
transverse components are compressed by V3 so that similar events in P- and S- wave
data appear at approximately the same time if the crust has an average Poisson's ratio of
0.25.
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FIGURE 3.4, Parts of single-fold sections displayed with spherical-divergence
correction, filters and normal-moveout correction, (a) SP 17, and (b) SP 8 show crustal Pand S-wave wave reflectivities. In (a) SiS arrivals that correlate with PiP arrivals are
shown whereas, in (b) reflection within the middle crust from S-wave arrivals that
correlate with P-wave arrivals are shown. White boxes show location of enlarged inset
boxes.
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PmP arrivals on 1,705 traces, Sg arrivals on 1,389 traces, SiS arrivals on 793 traces, SoS
arrivals on 874 traces, and SmS arrivals on 1,096 traces.
We picked refracted and reflected S-waves arrivals from either radial or transverse
components because: (1) the S-wave data from 1993 experiment for the main profile were
mainly recorded into radial components, and (2) the degree of anisotropy between slow
and fast S-waves in the crust appears to be sufficiently low (<3%) that significant traveltime errors are not introduced by using combinations of radial and transverse
components. The estimated uncertainty in choosing the refracted and reflected arrivals of
on the P-wave and S-wave data were 0.016-0.040 s and 0.024-0.048 s, respectively.
These uncertainties were due to variable S/N ratios for later, weak, refracted arrivals,
discontinuous reflected arrivals, and variations in data character caused by different types
of acquisition parameters (principally, change from one recording system to another) and
small effects due to seismic anisotropy.
For the S-wave velocity structure model, S-wave arrivals were assumed to be
reflected from the same layers as the corresponding P-wave arrivals. Thus, crustal
boundaries determined from P-wave modeling were fixed and, for the S-wave modeling,
only S-wave velocities were permitted to vary. We selected both P-wave and S-wave
velocities that corresponded well with geology, predicted 90% of observed travel times,
and had root-mean-square (rms) residuals of less than 0.2 s as well as a "goodness-of-fit"
(X~) within the 0.05 level of significance. Figure 3.5a displays observed and predicted
refracted S-wave arrival times. Figures 3.5b and 3.5c show the final velocity structure
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FIGURE 3.5, (a) Refracted shear wave (Sg) arrivals, from 9 shots used in analysis for
the in-line transect. Small squares represent observed travel times. Solid lines represent
calculated refracted travel times based on the near-surface velocity structure shown in (b).
(c) Final velocity model of the inline profile. Summary inversion results for P- and Swave data are shown in Tables 3.6a and 3.6b, respectively. Three numbers giving
together represent Vp, Vs and Poisson's ratio, respectively, dp: P-wave velocity
uncertainty, ds: S-wave velocity uncertainty; dz: depth uncertainty; and dp: Poisson's ratio
uncertainty. Velocity units in km/s.
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models for both the P-waves and S-waves. Table 3.6 is a summary of the inversion
results.

3.6

Estimates of Poisson's Ratio
P- and S-wave velocities can be used to compute Poisson's ratio (a). For

unconsolidated sediments to igneous and metamorphic rocks, a varies from 0.056 to 0.36
(Domenico, 1984; Christensen, 1996). Poisson's ratio is particularly sensitive to silica
(quartz) content; increased silica content lowers g (Kem, 1982; Tarkov and Vavakin,
1982). The sensitivity of a to silica content makes it a useful parameter for constraining
lithologic determinations from seismic velocities (Goodwin and McCarthy, 1990;
Hawman et al., 1990; Johnson and Hartman, 1991; Zandt and Ammon, 1995). Poisson's
ratio is estimated by using the velocity relationship
Vp-~2Vs~ l[Vp--Vs-)
or the two-way reflection travel time relationship

0.5-

\Tp
2

1.0-

.75 J

where T p is P-wave reflection travel time, and T s is S-wave reflection travel time. An
assumption of the reflection travel time relationship is that P- and S-wave seismic events
are correlated, i.e., are reflecting off the same layer at depth. For example, from Figure
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TABLE 3.6, Summary results of inverting (a) P-wave data, and (b) S-wave data. Nob
is the total number of observations. Npre is the number of observations used in the
inversion, at is the average pick uncertainty in seconds. Trms is the root-mean-square
travel-time residual (in seconds) with respect to the observed data.
(a) P-wave data

Phase

Nob

Npre

Ot

P.
PiP
P2P
PmP

3671
1544
1709
1705

3648
1468
1611
1654

0.020
0.028
0.032
0.032

Phase

Nob

Npre

Sg
SiS
S2S
SmS

1389
793
874
1096

1387
792
809
1054

Tfius
0.120
0.151
0.138
0.163

(b) S-wave data

Ot

0.032
0.040
0.044
0.048

Trms
0.197
0.111
0.193
0.167

3.4a, the estimate of upper crustal a that is reached by summing two-way travel time from
15 adjacent traces of PiP and SjS arrivals is 0.235 ± 0.005. Similarly an estimate of
average or from the surface to events within the lower crust is 0.245 ± 0.005 (Figure 3.4b).
For this smdy most estimates of Poisson's ratio were determined from using P-wave and
S-wave velocities as shown in the crustal velocity model (Figures 3.5b and 3.5c). These
figures summarize estimates of Poisson's ratio along Ruby Mountains seismic transect.

3.7

Shear-Wave Anisotropy Analysis

3.7.1

Refracted Shear Wave Analysis
Most of the shots recorded with three components (one vertical, two horizontal)

show distinct refracted S-wave arrivals (Figure 3.6). Comparison of S-wave arrivals for
each of the two horizontal components can show differences related to S-wave splitting in
response to anisotropy of the rocks through which the seismic energy travels
(Christensen, 1984a; Crampin et al., 1984). With propagation through anisotropic rocks,
one component of the shear wave will travel faster than the orthogonal component. These
split shear waves can be separated into "fast" and "slow" components corresponding to
fast and slow propagation orientations (Christensen, 1984a; Crampin et al., 1984). Since
orientations of the horizontal detectors deployed in field operations are not necessarily
parallel to the principal axes of the anisotropy, resolution of fast and slow S-wave
orientations require additional processing to determine polarization direction and time lag
between the split shear waves (e.g., Ando et al., 1983; Crampin, 1985; Bowman and
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FIGURE 3.6, (a) Part of 3-component shot gather from SP 4, located ~ 14 km south of
Harrison Pass recorded into the northern part of the survey line, displays Pg on vertical
component and Sg on a radial and transverse component. Strong multicyclic events
following Pg and Sg events are interpreted as refracted and reflected multiple noise
possibly caused by head-wave energy that was reflected back from die Harrison Pass
pluton. (b) 3-component shot gather from SP 18, located to the east of Ruby Dome and
recorded into Lamoille Canyon receivers (Figures 3.1), displays distinct Pg and Sg
arrivals.
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Ando, 1987; Shih et al., 1989). In this study, waveform cross correlation (Ando et al.,
1983; Bowman and Ando, 1987) and particle motion (hodogram) analyses (Crampin,
1985) were used to determine the polarization direction.
In the waveform cross-correlation procedure, each SV- and SH- component trace
of a shot gather was rotated though a range of angles from -90° to +90° in 5° increments,
and at each increment a maximum and minimum cross-correlation coefficient was
computed from time lags of +0.5 to -0.5 s. The angle of rotation resulting in the
maximum absolute value of cross-correlation coefficient was taken as the polarization
direction of the fast shear wave. The SV- and SH- component data were then rotated to
fast and slow directions. The slow S-wave arrival was incrementally advanced in time to
seek the maximum correlation with the fast S-wave arrival to determine the best time
separation between split shear waves (Ando et al., 1983; Bowman and Ando, 1987).
In the particle motion procedure, seismic amplitudes recorded on SV- and SHcomponents were plotted as a function of time to form a hodogram. The polarization
direction of the fast shear wave is the azimuth of the particle motion associated with the
first-arriving shear wave. An arrival of the slow shear wave is indicated by an abrupt
change of the particle motion in the diagram. The angle through which the receiver
components (SV and SH) must be rotated can be measured from the particle diagram.
After rotation, the SV- and SH- component data appear to have been recorded with one
component perpendicular to the wave motion and the other parallel to the direction of the
wave motion (Crampin, 1985).
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SPs 4 and 18 (Figure 3.6) serve representative shots for S-wave-splitting analysis
using the two method described above. SP 4 was shot from the south to the north into the
main profile (Figure 3.7a). Shot point 18 had east-west receiver locations along Lamoille
Canyon. This shot was an additional 3-component shot designed to sample beneath
exposures of middle crustal rocks in the core of the range, and into the mylonitic shear
zone (Figure 3.7b). One of the objectives for this shot was to determine in-situ seismic
anisotropy of the core complex crust. The source point for SP 18 was located on the east
flank of the mountains (Figures 3.7b) and receiver locations were about 500 m higher
than the source (Figures 3.7b and 3.7c). Two-dimensional ray-inversion modeling for
this shot point helped to determine ray paths and P- and S-wave velocities.
Using the waveform cross-correlation procedure, polarization direction of the fast
shear wave, SP 4, has a maximum velocity axis of N50°E and a minimum velocity axis
of N40°W and SP 18 has a maximum velocity axis of N68°E and a minimum velocity
axis of N32°W. Even though the receiver locations were widely separated, these results
indicate the fast S-wave direction for both the in-line and cross-line profiles generally is
NE-SW. Figure 3.8 shows seismograms rotated into fast and slow components. An
analysis of particle motions (hodogram analysis) for SPs 4 and 18 is shown in Figure 3.9.
The fast S-wave direction from these two shots also is NE-SW, consistent with the
waveform cross-correlation analysis (Figure 3.9).
Fast and slow S-wave velocities determined from these analyses were used to
estimate seismic anisotropy. Figure 3.7a shows ray paths for SP 4 penetrating to -8 km

FIGURE 3.7, (a) Final near-surface and upper crustal 2-D ray-inversion nnodel for SP 4
shows Sg arrival rays path penetrating to -8 km below the surface, (b) East-west geologic
cross section near Lamoille Canyon.(modified from Howard et al., 1987). (c) Final 2-D
ray-inversion model for SP IS shows Sg rays path penetrating to -0.6 km below the
surface. The far-offset arrivals pass through the mylonite zone.
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FIGURE 3.8, Enlarged parts of rotated traces from Figure 3.6. The fast and slow
components at the same receiver locations were plotted next to each other. Misalignment
of adjacent traces is due to anisotropy. (a) SP 4 and (b) SP 18 show small difference in
slope between slow and fast components from refracted arrivals.
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FIGURE 3.9, (a) The three blocks on the left display particle motion cross-plot
diagrams (hodograms) of SV and SH components (channels 70, 76, and 78 as shown in
Figure 3.8a) from SP 4. In each block, the solid line is the original horizontal particle
motion whereas the dashed line is ±e rotated horizontal particle motion with the slow
component advanced by the time shift that provides the maximum absolute value of the
cross-correlation coefficient between traces. Arrow indicates an arrival of split slow
shear waves. Star shows the starting point of particle motion. The three blocks on the
right show rotated refracted S-wave arrivals from fast and slow components. In each
block, the dashed line represents the slow S-wave arrival while the solid line represents
the fast S-wave arrival. The slow component is advanced by a time shift to align traces.
Advanced time shifts of the slow components from channels 70, 76 and 78 are 80, 88,
and 92 ms, respectively, (b) Particle motion diagrams and rotated refracted S-wave
arrivals from fast and slow components of for SP 18. Symbols are the same as in (a).
Advanced time shifts of the slow component from channels 66,68 and 74 as shown in
Figure 3.8b are 12, 20 and 16 ms, respectively. The particle motion of the rotated traces
with advanced time shifts relative to one another is more linear than the original. This
observation is consistent over the whole shot gather except for noisy traces.
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below the surface. Analysis of P-wave, fast S-wave, and slow S-wave velocity are 5.80,
3.21, and 3.15 km/s, respectively with a degree of S-wave anisotropy of 1.9%. Figure
3.7c shows that P-wave, fast S-wave, and slow S-wave velocity for SP 18 are 5.76,3.28,
and 3.26 km/s, respectively with anisotropy of 0.7 %. The degree of anisotropy from
other 3-component shots (SPs 5, 8,9, ID and 12) ranged from 0.6 to 2.5 %. The fast
shear wave directions range from N26°E to N68°E, and thus, the fast and slow S-wave
orientations, in general, are NE-SW, and NW-SE, respectively.

3.7.2

Reflected Shear Wave Analysis
Typically, an interpretation of shear wave splitting from seismic reflection data is

influenced by the free surface; if incidence angles are greater than the critical angle at the
free surface (sin ' = VsA'^p), amplitude, phase, and frequency changes caused by
interactions with the free surface distort the arriving waveform (Knopoff et al., 1957;
Evans, 1984; Booth and Crampin, 1985). However, if reflected S-waveforms are inside
the shear wave window (the incident angles are less than the critical angle), they are
preserved and undistorted (Knopoff et al., 1957; Evans, 1984; Booth and Crampin, 1985).
With this limitation, we were able to determine S-wave splitting of the SiS, S2S and SmS
interface from maximum offsets of 10, 17, and 22 km, respectively based on the
maximum depths of these interfaces shown in Figure 3.5c. Figure 3.3a is a representative
S-wave shot gather showing the reflected arrivals of the SiS, S2S and S^S interfaces
within the S-wave window. We performed two-component-rotation analysis for S-wave
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splitting for S-waves reflected from different interfaces, as described previously in the
analysis of refracted S-wave splitting. We were unable to distinguish any systematic Swave splitting of reflected arrivals at each interface because correlating seismic events
between the radial and transverse components was difficult; several events present in the
radial or transverse component were either weak or absent in the other components (e.g..
Figure 3.3a).

3.8

Results and Interpretations

3.8.1 Crustai Lithology
Figures 3.5b and 3.5c show estimates of Poisson's ratio of the crust from the Vp
and Vs relationships as described earlier. A summary of possible lithologies
corresponding Vp, Vs and Poisson's ratio is given in Table 3.7. The near-surface has a
of 0.25-0.33, Vp of 1.90-4.8 km/s, and Vs of 1.01-2.75 km/s. Generally, near-surface
lithologies can be subdivided into two possible units: (1) consolidated Paleozoic rocks,
and (2) unconsolidated to consolidated Tertiary and Quaternary sediments (Figure 3.10).
From Harrison Pass to the south, possible rocks based on velocities and a include
limestone, dolomite, siltstone, sandstone, and unconsolidated to consolidated sediments
(Domenico, 1984; Christensen, 1989). From Harrison Pass to the north, possible nearsurface rocks include limestone, siltstone, sandstone, porous sandstone, conglomerate and
unconsolidated to consolidated sediments (Domenico, 1984; Christensen, 1989). Since

TABLE 3.7, Representative time-velocity relationships and possible corresponding lithologic units for the Ruby Mountains
transect determined from Vp, Vs. and a. Vnns = root-mean-squared velocity; Vave = average velocity; Vim = interval velocity;
T-c Vin, = temperature-corrected interval velocity using temperature derivatives in the range 2-3 x 10"* km/s °C (Christensen,
1979; Kern and Richter, 1981), and thermal gradient for the Basin and Range suggested by Lachenbruch and Sass (1978).
Poisson's ratio were determined using temperature-corrected P-wave and S-wave interval velocities. Sources; (1) Domenico,
1984; (2) Chri.stensen, 1989; (3) Holbrook et al., 1992; and (4) Christensen, 1996
Time
(s)

Depth
(km)

^Pavc
(km/s)

VPim
(km/s)

T-c Vpin,
(km/s)

0.1
0.5

0-0.1
1.0

2.86
4.11

2.86
4.91

2.9
4.9

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

2.0
5.5
8.5
11.5

4.81
5.38
5.62
5.76

5.68
6.00
6.10
6.22

5.7
6.0
6.1
6.2

2.66
2.97
3.28
3.37

5.0
6.0
7.0

14.5
18.0
21.0

5.87
5.96
6.03

6.37
6.44
6.53

6.4
6.5
6.6

8.0
9.0
KIQ

24.5
28.0
31.0

6.11
6.18
6.24

6.69
6.78
6.88

11.0
12.0

35.0
39.0

6.36
6.49

7.85
7.88

VSjvc
(km/s)

VSjni
(km/s)

1.63
2.27

1.63
2.71

T-c VSini
(km/s)

Possible iithology

O

1.6
2.7

0.28
0.28

unconsolidated to consolidated sediments
limestone, dolomite, sandstone, siltstone,
porous sandstone, conglomerate, and weathered
granite (1)

3.14
3.32
3.57
3.64

3.1
3.3
3.6
3.6

0.28
0.28
0.23
0.25

metaquortzite, schist, granite gneiss, and
granite-granodiorite (2,4)

3.43
3.48
3.53

3.72
3.77
3.82

3.7
3.8
3.9

0.25
0.24
0.23

paragranulite, felsic granulite, felsic
amphiboiite gneiss, mica quartz schist, and
granite-granodiorite (2,3,4)

6.8-6.9
7.0-7.1
7.0-7.1

3.55
3.59
3.63

3.89
3.94
4.00

4.0-4.1
4.1-4.2
4.1-4.2

0.23-0.24
0.23-0.24
0.23-0.24

granulite (2,4)

8.0-8.1
8.0-8.1

3.67
3.75

4.53
4.55

4,7-4.8
4.7-4.8

0.23-0.24

eclogite, peridotite (2,4)

FIGURE 3.10, Structural and geological interpretation along the Ruby Mountains
transect. Near-surface sediments: unconsolidated to consolidated sediments, sandstone,
porous sandstone, siltstone, limestone, conglomerate and weathered granite. Upper
crustal rocks: metaquartzite, schist, granite gneiss, and/or granite-granodiorite. Harrison
Pass pluton: granite and granodiorite. Paleozoic rocks: limestone, dolomite, sandstone,
and siltstone. Middle crustal rocks: possible paragranulite, felsic granulite, felsic
amplibolite gneiss, mica quartz schist, and granite-granodiorite. Lower crustal rocks:
possible layers of felsic to mafic granulite. No vertical exaggeration.
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the Harrison Pass pluton is exposed adjacent to the seismic profile, weathered granite is
likely to be included in the near-surface rocks as well.
The upper crust has Poisson's ratios of 0.22-0.28, Vp of 5.80-6.25 km/s, and Vs
of 3.20-3.72 km/s. The lithologies from SP 9 to the northern end of the profile have
estimated Poisson's ratios of 0.22-0.23, Vp of 5.80-6.20 km/s and Vs of 3.43-3.77 km/s.
which are characteristic parameters for metaquartzite, schist, granite gneiss, and granitegranodiorite (Holbrook et al., 1992; Christensen, 1996). In contrast, the areas between
SP 9 and the southern end of the profile have estimates of Poisson's ratios of 0.24-0.28,
Vp of 5.80-6.25 km/s, and Vs of 3.20-3.60 km/s, which are characteristic parameters for
granite and granodiorite (Holbrook et al., 1992). The upper crust beneath exposed
granitic rocks of the Harrison Pass pluton (Figure 3.1) has a Poisson's ratio of 0.28, the
highest value found (Figure 3.5c). A Poisson's ratio of 0.28 for this granitic rock
indicates that, at the near surface, the granitic rocks are fractured and probably water
saturated, causing Poisson's ratio to be higher than massive granite at deeper levels that
intrudes Paleozoic rocks (Figures 3.5c and 3.10).
The middle crust has a Poisson's ratio of 0.24, Vp of 6.35-6.45 km/s, and Vs of
3.70-3.75. These results suggest that likely middle crustal rocks are paragranulite, felsic
granulite, felsic amphibolite gneiss, mica quartz schist, and/or granite-granodiorite.
(Holbrook et al., 1992; Christensen, 1996).
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The lower crust has Poisson's ratios of 0.24-0.25, Vp of 6.60-6.80 kin/s, and Vs
of 3.85-3.92 km/s. We observed that seismic energy reflected from within the lower crust
is characterized by multiple sets of horizontal to sub-horizontal events. Furthermore,
reflections from the lower crust apparentiy display amplitude variation with offset with
weak near-normal-incidence amplitudes which appear to get stronger with increasing
offset. Together these observations suggest that the lower crust could be comprised of
high- and low-velocity interlayers forming a laminated lower crust.
If possible rocks for the lower crust are based only on Poisson's ratio and average
P-wave and S-wave velocity, only two candidate rocks types would be likely: amphibolite
and felsic to intermediate garnet granulite (Holbrook et al., 1992; Christensen, 1996).
However, other factors, including (laminated?) mixtures of higher and lower velocity
rocks and perhaps small percentages of partial melts, can affect average velocities,
Poisson's ratios and offset-dependent reflectivity variations.

3.8.2 Seismic anisotropy
Our results show that S-wave splitting along ray paths from the near-surface
through the upper crust has the fast-azimuth S-wave direction oriented approximately
NE-SW with the degree of anisotropy being 0.6% - 2.5%. Generally, stress-aligned, fluidfilled fractures are the most commonly accepted cause for observed S-wave splitting for
in-situ rocks of the upper crust, with a resulting degree of anisotropy between 0.5% and
5.0% (Crampin et al., 1984; Kaneshima, 1990; Crampin and Lovell, 1991). However,
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Crampin and Lovell (1991) suggest five possible sources of seismic anisotropy in the
rockmass: aligned crystals, direct stress-induced anisotropy, lithologic anisotropy (aligned
grains), structural anisotropy (fine layering), and stress-aligned-crack-induced anisotropy.
They also suggest that, in general, only the case of stress-aligned, vertical fluid-filled
cracks are likely to cause comparatively uniform splitting orientations. They argued that
the faster traveling shear waves are observed to be parallel or sub-parallel to the direction
of maximum horizontal compressive stress throughout at least the uppermost 10 to 20 km
of the crust. Zoback (1989) interpreted die maximum principal horizontal compressive
stress direction in Nevada to be NE-SW based on various stress indicators, including
borehole breakouts, focal mechanisms and fault-slip analysis, hydraulic fracturing
measurements, and alignment of young volcanic vents. Thus the azimuthal anisotropy in
the upper crust in the Ruby Mountains appears to be associated with the regional stress
field. We infer that the azimuthal anisotropy observed on the Lamoille Canyon and main
profiles is likely to be caused by stress-aligned, fluid-filled fractures from the near-surface
through the upper crust.

3.9

Discussion

3.9.1

P- and S-wave Crustal reflectivity
Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show single-fold P- and S-wave seismic images along parts

of the transect that were processed for true amplitude. The figures show that P-wave and
S-wave data are dissimilar in details of amplitude and continuity. These dissimilarities
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suggest that the P- and S-waves respond differendy to lithologic variations in the crust.
In general, S-wave reflection surveys have the potential to provide higher resolution
(perhaps twice) that of P-wave reflection surveys because S-waves are expected to have
shorter wavelengths than P-waves at the same frequency. However, at least here, the
frequencies of the S-wave data are lower than for the P-wave data, and consequently, the
potential resolution of the S-waves is not significantly better than the P-waves (e.g..
Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Furthermore, signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are lower for the shear
wave data. These factors imply that there are other factors reducing S-wave data quality.
Typically, vertical resolution of seismic reflection data is comparable to onequarter of a wavelength of a seismic signal (Kallweit and Wood, 1982). Figure 3.3b
shows multicyciic reflections in the lower crust for both P- and S-wave, but there are
fewer S-wave reflections than P-wave reflections. The multicyciic reflections appear to
suggest that the lower crust consists of interbedded rocks with different acoustic
impredences. The S-wave and P-wave peak frequencies from Figure 3.3b are 9 and 16
Hz, respectively. Because of their differences in velocity, both P- and S-wave will have
similar resolving powers.
Similarly, horizontal resolution of P-wave data may differ from S-wave data. A
minimum length of a well-resolved reflecting zone, the Fresnel zone, is defined as
R = — J t / f (Sheriff, 1977) where R is the radius of the Fresnel zone, V is average

velocity, t is two-way travel time, and /is frequency. Using P- and S-wave peak
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frequencies in Figure 3.3b, average P-wave velocity of 6.2 km/s with two-way travel
time of 8 s, and average S-wave velocity of 3.6 km/s with two-way travel time of 13.8 s,
the Fresnel zone for P-wave lateral resolution is 4.4 km and S-wave lateral resolution is
4.5 km. These results show that the S-wave data has similar lateral resolution to P-wave
data. Thus, without other factors involved, the P- and S-wave data should have shown the
same continuous lower crustal reflections.
Along ray paths, there are three major effects causing amplitude attenuation:
spherical spreading, transmission losses, and absorption. For the same structure,
spherical spreading, which is independent of wavelength, should not affect S-wave and Pwave resolution. However, transmission losses and absorption affect S-waves and the Pwaves differently. Absorption is frequency dependent. At a high frequencies, energy loss
is expressed as A(x) =

(Lay and Wallace, 1995) where A(x) is amplitude at

.r distance, Ao is amplitude, x is distance, and Q is quality factor. From this equation,
only Q has the potential to affect P- and S-waves differently for the same frequencies.
Generally, Q increases with material density and velocity increase (Vassilious et
al., 1989). For a Poisson solid (a = 0.25), Q for P-waves is about 2.25 times greater than
Q for S-waves (Lay and Wallace, 1995). Hence, absorption is one of the likely factors
causing S-wave data quality and resolution to be less than that of the P-wave data.
Furthermore, P-waves generally are less contaminated with noise from mode conversions
at each interface and at the free surface. When mode conversion is encountered, the
waveform of S-waves is distorted. When S-waves arrive, ambient noise is higher because
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P-waves have already arrived and are still influencing ground motion. In the Ruby
Mountains seismic data, a higher degree of shear-wave attenuation and higher ambient
noise probably cause the S-wave data quality and resolution to be less than those of the Pwaves data.

3.9.2 Seismic Anlsotropy
Ray-inversion modeling of SP 18, recorded into the Lamoille Canyon receiver profile
(Figures 3.7b and 3.7c), shows that rays for S-waves arriving at the greatest offsets reach
about 600 m depth. Figures 3.7b and 3.7c thus indicate that most of the rays tum within
the complexly deformed migmatitic rocks. The far-offset arrivals also pass through the
mylonite zone. Hence, from SP 18, S-wave splitting is seen along ray paths in the
migmatite and the mylonite zones. S-wave-spIitting analysis shows the degree of S-wave
anisotropy is about 0.7%. This value of anisotropy is much lower than anisotropy
determined by McDonough and Fountain (1993) from laboratory measurements in
migmatite and mylonite samples from the Ruby Mountains. They found that, at confining
pressures of 50 Mpa (~2 km depth), three rock samples from the migmatite zone near
Lamoille Canyon yielded anisotropy of about 6.2-8.2%, and three other rock samples
from the mylonite zone at the northern end of the Ruby Mountains (about 30 km to the
north of Lamoille Canyon) yielded an anisotropy of about 2.5-5.9%. Exposures of the
migmatite zone in Lamoille Canyon (Figure 3.7b) show metamorphic rocks with nappes
above intrusive rocks. An in-situ determination of S-wave splitting within these
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metamorphic units caused by lithologic anisotropy and structural complexity may find
non-uniform principal axes due to the complexity of the foliations.
S-wave splitting from the middle and lower crust was not identified, either
because a sufficient degree of anisotropy is not present, or our data quality is inadequate
to resolve differences. The wide-angle data display stronger and more continuous events
than the normal-incidence to near-normal incidence data (Figures 3.3a vs. 3.3b).
Although the 1992 and 1993 seismic experiments were not primarily designed for S-wave
splitting analysis alone, a few shots were suitable to determine the degree of S-wave
splitting from reflections. Again, Figure 3.3a shows S-wave reflectivities for the entire
crust that fall within the S-wave window. As displayed in the figure, it is difficult to
correlate reflections from the radial and transverse components. However, differences in
two-way travel times between radial and transverse components in the middle and lower
crust are not significant. Furthermore, although S-wave reflections shown in Figure 3.3b
are outside the S-wave window, we also do not recognize significant time shifts at the
base of the crust. If the degree of anisotropy in the lower crust was about 5%, a time shift
between the radial and transverse components of at least -256 ms would have been
expected (using lower crustal thickness of 10 km with interval velocity of 4.1 km/s).
Therefore, this evidence implies that the degree of anisotropy of the middle and lower
crust is small (less than 3%).
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3.9.4 Fluid in the Crust, Underplating, and Cmstal flow
Our results show that average crustal P-wave velocity is 6.24 km/s and average
crustal S-wave velocity is 3.62 km/s (Table 3.7) corresponding to an average crustal
Poisson's ratio of 0.25. Our average crustal Poisson's ratio is consistent with the Zandt
and Ammon (1995) average crustal Poisson's ratio of 0.25 ± 0.04 for global MesozoicCenozoic crust (e.g.. Basin and Range crust). The P-wave velocity is lower than the
global average for all crustal sectors, 6.45 km/s (Christensen and Mooney, 1995), but
average P-wave and S-wave velocities for western Nevada are 6.10-6.30, and 3.32-3.46
km/s, respectively with estimates of Poisson's ratio of 0.27-0.28 (Hawman et al., 1990).
Average crustal P-wave velocity beneath Ruby Valley determined by Valasek et al.
(1987) is 6.30 km/s. Hawman et al. (1990) proposed that the upper crust in western
Nevada may have fluid-filled pores to explain the high Poisson's ratios. In general, fluidfilled fractures cause a decrease in S-wave velocity relative to P-wave velocity (Nur and
Simmoms, 1969; Spencer and Nur, 1981; Christensen, 1984b) and, therefore, cause an
increase in Poisson's ratio. Our results show estimates of Poisson's ratio of 0.22-0.28 for
the upper crust. However, the Poisson's ratio of 0.28 in our model occurs only near
surface exposures of granitic rocks whereas most areas have Poisson's ratios of 0.22-0.24.
Fluid-filled fractures at the deeper levels of the upper crust probably are not a factor since
subsurface fractures are closed by pressure at greater depths.
Poisson's ratios based on model velocities (Figure 3.5c) do not exceed 0.25
except for probably fractured granite near the surface for which Poisson's ratio was 0.28.
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Thus an average large amounts of high a rocks are not likely in the lower crust. Based on
the velocity profile across Secret Pass Valley, Valasek et al. (1989) placed an upper limit
of 6-8 km on the amount of gabbroic magma that could have been intruded into the crust.
Warner (1990) suggested that strong lower crustal reflectivity are likely caused by
basaltic layering rather than by free water and subhorizontal shear zones. Matthews
(1986) suggested that strong lower crustal reflections in extended areas are caused by
fluid-filled fractures and Hydman and Klemperer (1989) suggested that the lower crust
consists of gabbro with fluid-filled pores (to lower velocity). Massive gabbro has a
Poisson's ratio of 0.295 ±0.015 (Christensen and Mooney, 1995). Gabbro with fluidfilled pores should have an even higher Poisson's ratio than massive gabbro. Thus it is
unlikely that the lower crust is dominantly composed of underplated gabbro.
One explanation for possible lower crustal layering is that it is the result of plastic
flow during mid-Cenozoic extension and regional metamorphism (Allmendinger et al.,
1987; Gans, 1987; McCarthy and Thompson, 1988; Valasek et al., 1989; Mooney and
Meissner, 1992). If flow was unidirectional, minerals should show a strong preferred
orientation or fabric. This fabric may cause velocity anisotropy that should lead to
significant S-wave splitting. However, if granulite is dominant in the lower crust, mineral
compositions and alignments will not be expected to be particularly anisotropic. In the
lower crust, felsic, mafic, and anorthositic granulite have anisotropics of 2.5%±1.6,
3.3%± 2.7 and 2.8%± 1.7, respectively (Christensen and Mooney, 1995). If the lower
crust is dominated by amphibolite facies mineralogy, much larger values of anisotropy
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(9.4%±4.2) occur if minerals are aligned As noted earlier in the section on S-wave

splitting in the crust, the degree of lower crustal anisotropy beneath the Ruby Mountains
is probably less than 2.5-3.0%. Thus, based on Vp, Vs, Poisson's ratio, degree of
anisotropy and seismic fabrics, the lower crust in this area is most likely composed of
granulite.
The question of the amount of material added to the crust is related to the large
amount of uplift of core complexes since the Oligocene. The question is complicated by
the possibility that Mesozoic crustal thickness may have been as much as 60 km (Coney
and Harms, 1984, Camilleri and Chamberlain, 1997); the indication is that core
complexes have undergone as much as 15 km or more of uplift in response to unloading
(Spencer, 1984; Wernicke and Axen, 1988), yet their present crustal thicknesses appear to
be about the same as the rest of the Basin and Range province.
To achieve crustal thicknesses beneath core complexes the same as the rest of the
province, material either was added to the more extended crust (McCarthy and
Thompson, 1988) or flowed out of the area of the crustal root into the lower crust of
surrounding areas (Gans, 1987; Block and Royden, 1990). If material was added, it was
probably gabbro and could result in high velocity with high Poisson's ratio. Our data and
interpretation do not support emplacement of large volumes of mafic rocks into the lower
crust. If lower crustal material flows plastically, lower crustal layering could be expected
beneath the core complex and surrounding areas. Our results appear to support ductile
flow during extension during which lower crustal rocks were stretched into sub-
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horizontal geometries, and minerals were aligned (McCarthy and Thompson, 1988).
Although, the Ruby Mountains seismic data appear to suggest igneous intrusive bodies
(sills) within the crust, they are isolated and apparently do not constitute the major
fraction of the lower crust.
One of the most distinctive features of the Basin and Range in Nevada is the
consistent crustal thickness and relatively continuous, highly reflective Moho (Klemperer
etal., 1986; Allmendingeretal., 1987; Valasek et al., 1989). The consistent crustal
thickness led Klemperer et al. (1986) to suggest that the Moho was a young feature. The
high Moho reflection amplitude beneath the Ruby Valley area led Valasek et al. (1987,
1989) and Smithson and Johnson (1989) to propose that the Moho may be represented by
ponded gabbroic magma interleaved as sills within lower crustal and mantle material.
Our results beneath the Ruby Mountains show that Moho depth is relatively uniform on
the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains (see Chapter 2), but it exhibits high reflectivity
at post-critical angles.

3.9.5 Similarity of Core Complex to Basin and Range Crust
Another important problem concerning Basin and Range crustal development is
whether the crust in general is the same as that exposed in metamorphic core complexes
or whether the crust in core complexes represents a special case conditioned by major
uplift of the crustal volume around the core complex. The cross section along the Ruby
Mountains core complex crust interpreted from our data (Figure 3.10) generally is

consistent with earlier results in Nevada (e.g., Valasek et al., 1987; Hawman et al., 1990).
Although the Ruby Mountains core complex represents as much as 15-lcm of denudation
and uplift of midcrustal rocks, at present, the crust underneath the core complex is not
markedly different from that beneath surrounding areas.

3.10

Conclusions
P- and S-wave seismic data from the 1992-1993 Ruby Mountains seismic

experiment provide sufficient data quality to determine crustal structure and composition
of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex. Two-dimension ray-inversion
modeling on P- and S-wave data suggests a velocity model in which the crust can be
divided into three principal layers corresponding to the upper, middle and lower crust.
Results from analysis of reflection responses, Vp, Vs, Poisson's ratio, and seismic
anisotropy indicate that (1) the near-surface is composed of unconsolidated to
consolidated sediments, limestone, dolomite, siltstone, sandstone, porous sandstone,
conglomerate, and weathered granite; (2) upper crustal rocks consist of metaquartzite,
schist, granite gneiss, and granite-granodiorite; (3) probable middle crustal rocks are
paragranulite, felsic granulite, felsic amphibolite gneiss, mica-quartz schist, and granitegranodiorite; (4) lower crustal rocks are most likely comprised of granulite rather than
amphibolite-facies mineralogies; (5) fluid-filled fractures, underplating, and magma at the
Moho are insignificant factors in causing the laminated lower crust; (6) the present
seismic velocities in highly extended core-complex crust at the north of the seismic
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profile are similar to more normally extended Basin and Range crust at the south of
profile; and (7) from the near-surface into the upper crust at 8-12 km, S-wave anisotropy
is aligned such that the fast S-wave direction is NE-SW, parallel (or sub-parallel) to
regional maximum horizontal stress in Nevada, with the degree of anisotropy ranging
from 0.6 to 2.5%.
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CHAPTER 4 Cenozoic Tectonic Evolution of the Ruby Mountains Metamorpliic
Core Complex and Adjacent Basins

4.1

Abstract
Analysis of seismic reflection and borehole data along with crustal-scale

refraction/reflection data show new evidence for Cenozoic tectonic evolution of the Ruby
Mountains metamorphic core complex, and the Huntington, Ruby and Lamoille Valleys.
The data suggest that (1) on the western flank of the Ruby Mountains, the core-complex
detachment-fault system was cut by a west-dipping normal fault. Ruby Valley is bounded
by high-angle east-dipping normal faults on the west and a low-angle west-dipping
normal fault on the east; (2) the Harrison Pass pluton was cut by the core-complex
detachment fault system and this, in turn, was cut by the west-dipping normal fault which
created half-grabens along the western flank of the Ruby Mountains. The earliest basinfill sedimentary rocks in the developing basin along the western flank of the Ruby
Mountains are the late Eocene-early Oligocene in age (Elko Formation), suggesting that
the age of the Harrison Pass pluton must be at least 37 Ma and possibly older than 43 Ma;
active upper crustal extension and basin formation in northeast Nevada began by the late
Eocene-early Oligocene; (3) crustal thicknesses beneath the eastern flank of the Ruby
Mountains do not reflect local topographic relief and amounts of extension; and (4) along
the range, maximum amounts of basin subsidence do not correlate with maximum
amounts of core-complex uplift of the Ruby Mountains. Together, these observations
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suggest that a pre-existing crustai root and/or lower crustal flow prior to or during
extension may have been factors involved in evolution of the core complex.

4.2

Introduction
Geophysical smdy of the subsurface in the vicinity of metamorphic core

complexes, where middle-crustal rocks have been exposed due to extension along
detachment faults, provides information to help understand uplift mechanisms associated
with Cenozoic extension in the Basin and Range province. The Ruby Mountains located
in northeastern Nevada are part of a chain of Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes
that extend from northern Mexico to British Columbia (Coney 1980). Numerous seismic
studies in the Basin and Range of Nevada (e.g., Newman, 1979; Klemperer et al., 1986;
Hauser et al., 1987; Valasek et al., 1989; Hoibrook, 1990; Johnson, 1994) have greatly
increased knowledge of crustal structure and Cenozoic basin evolution. However
fundamental problems about the nature of the extended crust still remain.
The purpose of this study is to gain insight into Cenozoic extensional collapse of
the Sevier-thrust-thickened hinterland and exhumation of midcrustal rocks in the Ruby
Mountains core complex. We interpret and describe basin-scale seismic reflection data
acquired over basins adjacent to the Ruby Mountains and normal-incidence to wide-angle
crustal-scale seismic data acquired near the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains. One
advantage of combining information from basin-scale to crustal-scale seismic data is that
these two data sets image different features. The shallow basin-scale seismic data
provide details of basin structure and stratigraphy. The stratigraphy and structure of the
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basin contain the record of mountain uplift and basin formation; they also provide direct
or proxy structural information on the geometries of basin-bounding faults. In contrast,
the normal-incidence to wide-angle crustal-scale seismic data are most useful for
determining first-order crustal velocity variations beneath the sedimentary basins.
Furthermore, integrating the seismic information with data from other studies, including
borehole analyses, gravity surveys, geochronological studies, and detailed surface
geological studies, provides a better understanding of the evolution of the Ruby
Mountains and the adjacent basins. Velocities determined from crustal-scale data as well
as available borehole data aid in the true-depth interpretation of the basin-scale seismic
data.
Some of the fundamental questions associated with crustal structure and Cenozoic
tectonic evolution of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex include: (I) how
are basin-fill sediments, formed on both sides of the mountains, related?; (2) What are the
subsurface orientations of core-complex detachment faults and other faults near the
mountain range?; (3) How much have the Ruby Mountains been uplifted by mid- and
late-Tertiary extension?; (4) Do the basin-bounding normal faults change dip and flatten
at mid-crustal depths and, if so, is the change gradual or abrupt?; and (5) What is the
present thickness of the core complex crust. In this paper we present a detailed analysis
of crustal structure from basin-fill sediments to the Moho based mainly on seismic
results, and discuss the evolution of the Ruby Mountains core complex and the adjacent
basins.
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4.3

Regional Geology

4.3.1 Cenozoic Tectonic Framework
Regional Cenozoic extension in the North American Cordillera can be divided
into two distinct periods: (1) mid-Tertiary and (2) late-Tertiary Basin and Range (Coney,
1987). Mid-Tertiary extension was associated with voluminous ignimbrite deposits and
exhumation of metamorphic core complexes along the eastern edge of the cordillera from
British Colombia into northern Mexico (Coney, 1980; Armstrong, 1982). Generally,
metamorphic core complexes can be separated into three distinctly different domains: (1)
a dome-shaped core of ductilely deformed metamorphic-plutonic footwall rocks; (2) an
overlying or adjacent unmetamorphosed and brittlely deformed hanging wall assemblage;
and (3) a sharp surface or zone of shallowly dipping shearing and detachment such as a
mylonitic shear zone separating the upper and lower plate (Coney, 1980, 1987). One
characteristic feature of metamorphic core complexes is the contrast in metamorphic
grade between hanging wall and footwall rocks juxtaposed across the detachment fault.
Uplift ages of metamorphic core complexes range from Eocene (55 Ma) in the
northern Cordillera to Oligocene-Miocene (35-10 Ma) in the southern Cordillera (Coney,
1980, 1987). Mid-Tertiary extension of the Ruby Mountains metamorphic core complex
occurred from the Eocene to the Oligocene (ca 45-23 Ma; Snoke and Miller, 1988). LateTertiary Basin and Range extension in the Ruby Mountains began in the Miocene (ca ~ 15
Ma; Snoke and Miller, 1988). Late-Tertiary extension was superimposed on the prior
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phase of extension. This later phase of extension may have been partly accommodated
by movement on pre-existing faults developed during mid-Tertiary extension and/or
during Mesozoic compression (Coney, 1987; Constenius, (1996); Mohapatra and
Johnson, in press).

4.3.2 Geologic Framework
The extensional faulting and associated strike-slip faulting produced by Cenozoic
extension created the distinct topography described as basin and range. The Ruby
Mountains, which rise about 1 km above the surrounding topography comprise a northnortheast-trending system of horsts flanked by deep, sediment-filled grabens and halfgrabens. The northern and southern parts of the mountains are separated by a topographic
low at Harrison Pass where the Harrison Pass pluton is exposed. Basin and Range normal
faults, which generally are buried beneath basin alluvium, lie along both the eastern and
western flanks of the range.
Geologic exposures of the southern Ruby Mountains (south of the Harrison Pass
pluton; Figure 4.1) are composed of Paleozoic greenschist-facies to non-metamorphosed
(upper crustal) miogeoclinal sedimentary rocks whereas the northern Ruby Mountains
(north of the Harrison Pass pluton) are composed of greenschist-facies to upper
amphibolite-facies (middle crustal) metamorphic and igneous rocks originating from 1318 km depth (Hudec, 1992). From the south to the north, the contact between exposed
middle crustal rocks and upper crustal rocks is a gradual transition with progressively
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FIGURE 4.1, Generalized geologic map of the Ruby Mountains (modified from Howard
etal., 1979; Coats, 1987; Snoke et al., 1990; Turner and Bawiec, 1991; Hudec, 1992)
showing locations of seismic profiles (solid lines posted with seismic acquisition and line
numbers) and boreholes used in this study. The boundary between upper-crustal and
middle-crustal rocks in the footwall of the metamorphic core complex occurs north of the
Harrison Pass pluton as a metamorphic transition, with progressively deeper crustal levels
exposed to the north. Dashed line along the eastern flank of range represents receiver
stations of crustal-scale normal-incidence to wide-angle seismic survey.
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deeper crustal levels exposed northward (Snoke and Lush, 1984; Snoke et al., 1990;
Hudec, 1992).
Moreover, along the western margin of the Ruby Mountains-East Humboldt
Range (RM-EHR), a normal-sense, brittle-to-plastic shear zone, which developed at midcrustal levels can be traced along strike from north of the Harrison Pass pluton to the
northern end of the range. Normal-sense, cataclastic textures in a -5°-10° west-dipping
fault zone are mapped in the Cedar Mountain klippe adjacent to the Harrison Pass pluton
and the Mitchell Creek klippe near the southern end of the RM-EHR (Figure 4.1; Sharp,
1942; Willden and Thomas, 1967).
Geothermobarometry suggests a depth of 13-14 km for the shear zone
mylonitization based on temperature and pressure estimates of 580-620°C and 3.1-3.7
kbar (Hurlow et al., 1991). Dallmeyeret al. (1986) reported a """Ar/^^Ar biotite plateau
age of -33-32 and a hornblende plateau age of ~48-44 Ma from the northern RM-EMR.
McGrew and Snee (1994) reported ""Ar/^Ar hornblende plateau ages of -63-49 Ma and
•*°Ar/^'Ar biotite, muscovite and potassium feldspar plateau ages of -27-21 Ma from the
northeastern RM-EHR. Fission track data indicate that the mylonitic shear zone cooled
through the apatite fission track closure temperature at -23 Ma in the northern RM-EHR
(Dokka and Snoke, 1986).
The stratigraphic sequence of the Ruby Mountains and adjacent basins can be
divided into 6 units as summarized below.
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(1) The RM-EHR igneous and metamorphic complex, a unit composed of
leucocratic pegmatitic granite and gneiss, some two-mica granite and biotite-quartzmonzonite gneiss, migmatite, quartzite, marble and schist; together, these represent
exhumed middle crustal rocks (Howard, 1980; Snoke, 1980).
(2) Paleozoic low-grade metamorphic to non-metamorphosed miogeoclinal
sedimentary rocks including quartzite, limestone, dolomite, shale, siltstone, sandstone and
conglomerate (Sharp, 1942).
(3) Fluvio-lacustrine deposits of the Eocene to Oligocene Elko Formation
consisting of interbedded conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones, shales, claystones,
limestones, oil shales, lignites and tuffaceous sandstones (Smith and Ketner, 1976;
Solomon et al., 1979).
(4) The Oligocene Indian Well Formation of alluvial, fluvial and volcanic origin,
containing interbedded tuffs, tuffaceous sandstones, claystones, andesites, basaltic
andesites and occasional conglomerates and carbonate interbeds (Smith and Ketner, 1976;
Solomon et al., 1979).
(5) The Harrison Pass pluton, consisting mainly of granite and granodiorite
(Howard et al., 1979). Several geochronologic studies, including biotite K-Ar ages of 2936 Ma (Willden and Thomas, 1967) and 25-35 Ma (Kister et al., 1981), a Rb-Sr isochron
age of 31.9±1.2 Ma (Kister et al., 1981), and U-Pb zircon ages of ~4G±10 Ma (Willden
and Thomas, 1967) and -36 Ma (Wright and Snoke, 1993), indicate that the Harrison
Pass pluton is likely in Oligocene age.
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(6) Miocene to Recent basin-fill strata of the Humboldt Formation and younger
sediments, composed of interbedded tuffs, tuffaceous sandstones, siltstones,
conglomerates, claystones, and rhyolites (Sharp, 1942; Smith and Ketner, 1976; Mueller
andSnoke, 1993).

4.4

Data
Basin-scale reflection seismic data donated to the University of Arizona by

Amoco Production Company, and normal-incidence to wide-angle crustal-scale seismic
data acquired by the University of Arizona, the University of Wyoming, and the
University of Georgia were analyzed in this sUidy (see seismic locations in Figure 4.1).
Table 4.1 summarizes the seismic data acquisition parameters pertinent to this study.

TABLE 4.1, Seismic data acquisition parameters from 5 surveys.
SURVEYS
Field Recording
Parameters
Year of Recording
Energy Source
Channel Spacing
Source Spacing
No. of Vibrators
No. of Channels
Sample Rate
Sweep Frequency
Recorded Length

CT

CZ

GJZ

HFU

1992-1993
surveys

1968
Vibroseis
1(X).57 m
100.57 m
4
12
2 ms
8-32 Hz
3.5 s

1977
Vibroseis
100.57 m
100.57 m
3
10
4 ms
8-32 Hz
5s

1977
Dynamite
67.05 m
134.10 m

1980
Dynamite
33.53 m
67.05 m

1992-1993
Dynamite
-100 m
20,000 m

-

-

-

12
2 ms

24
2 ms

-1600
2-4 ms

-

-

-

3s

6s

20-60 s

Sonic, gamma-ray, resistivity, porosity, and caliper data from three boreholes (see
borehole locations in Figure 4.1) were used to aid in lithologic determinations. The
crustal-scale seismic data were processed using ProMAX and University of Arizona
geophysical software. Three synthetic seismograms were prepared using Geophysical
Micro-Computer Applications (GMA) well-log software (LogM). Bouguer gravity data
(Saltus, 1988) were used to help constrain seismic interpretations (e.g., trends of basinbounding faults, basement geometry, and locations of depocenters).

4.5

Results and Interpretations
We interpreted seismic profiles from the Huntington, Ruby and Lamoille basins.

Synthetic seismograms from representative boreholes and seismic-lithologic correlation
charts for these three basins are shown in Figure 4.2. Gamma-ray and resistivity log data
were used to help pick lithologic boundaries. Key seismic reflections were chosen for
each basin where prominent events were observed in every line (e.g.. Figure 4.3). The
lithologies of key seismic reflections are shown on the seismic-lithologic correlation
charts (Figures 4.2b and 4.2d). Three-dimensional basin geometries resulting from midTertiary and late-Tertiary extension are illustrated with contours of two-way travel time
(twtt) (Figure 4.4).
Cmstal-scale normal-incidence to wide-angle seismic data were analyzed with a
focus on identifying crustal thicknesses at various subsurface points adjacent to the Ruby
Mountains (Figure 4.5). For these data, interpretation was done on single fold profiles
(e.g.. Figure 4.6) in order to see variations in deep stmcture. Figure 4.7 shows three

FIGURE 4.2, (a) Velocity log and synthetic seismogram from the Amoco Jiggs-1 well
in Huntington Valley. Density log computed from velocity log. Star represents core
sample of Mississippian Chainman Shale/Diamond Peak Formation, (b) Seismiclithologic correlation chart for the Amoco Jiggs-1 well. The well is projected -4.2 km
south (-parallel to strike line CT 19) to seismic line CT 10 (Figure 4.1). (c) Velocity log
and synthetic seismogram from the Amoco Franklin-1 well in Ruby Valley. Star #1 and
#2 represent core samples of the Mississippian Chainman Shale and MississippianDevonian Pilot Shale, (d) Seismic-lithologic correlation chart for the Amoco Franklin-1
well. The well is projected -I.O km east to seismic line CZ 13 (Figure 4.1).
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FIGURE 4.3, Representative seismic profiles with time migration applied (top is
uninterpreted and bottom is interpreted). Locations of seismic lines are shown in Figure
4.1. (a) Seismic profile across Huntington Valley. Interpreted section shows thinning of
basin-fill sedimentary units toward the west. Seismic character on the western flank of
the basin displays an onlap structure. The wedge shape outlined on the eastern flank of
the basin near the fault plane suggests evidence of fanglomerate deposits or slide blocks,
(b) Seismic profile across Ruby Valley. Interpreted section shows strong reflections from
the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments. Reflections from an angular
unconformity between Paleozoic rocks and Indian Well Formation, and from
disconformity between the Indian Well Formation and The Humboldt Formation and
younger sediments, can be tied to strike line CT-13 as part of line CT-13 shown in Figure
2.2d. The wedge shape outlined inside the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments
near the western flank of the basin indicates fanglomerate or rock slide deposits, (c)
Seismic profile across Lamoille Valley showing strong fault plane reflection in the east.
Interpreted section shows 3 mapped lithologic units. Note that basin-fill sediments
thickens toward the fault and the true scale interpretation drawn from all these
representative profiles are shown in Figure 4.7.
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FIGURE 4.4, Two-way time/depth structure contour maps, (a) contoured two-way
time/depth to base of the Indian Well/ Elko formations where present in Huntington and
Ruby Valleys (b) contoured two-way time/depth interval between surface datum and the
base of the Miocene-to-Recent Humboldt Formation and younger sediments. Huntington
Valley and Lamoille Valley surface datum at 1.65 km above mean sea level. Ruby Valley
surface datum at 1.8 km above mean sea level.
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FIGURE 4.5, Shaded relief map of the Ruby Mountains showing representative
subsurface reflection midpoints from normal-incidence to wide-angle main profile and
crosslines. ISP = inline shot point number. Numbers below the ISP are normal two-way
travel time at the Moho. Constant crustal velocity of 6.3 km/s used for normal-moveout
correction for every shot gather. The three cross sections located on this map are shown
in Figure 4.7.
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FIGURE 4.6, Parts of single-fold shot records (a) shot point (SP) 10 and (b) SP 12
showing reflectivity of the crust. Normal-moveout correction applied for display using
constant velocity of 6.3 km/s. Note discontinuous nature of events. Lower crust displays
highest reflectivity. Moho is picked at the base of dense zone of reflectivity. Reflectors
for events recorded on SP 12 are located beneath the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains
whereas reflectors for events recorded on SP 10 are located about 5 km to the east of the
mountains (Figure 4.5).
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FIGURE 4.7, Generalized three geologic cross sections with true scale across the Ruby
Mountains and adjacent basins based on seismic interpretation. Locations of these three
cross sections shown in Figure 4.5. Half graben shown on the eastern flank of the Ruby
Mountains created by west-dipping faults. Graben bounded by high-angle and low-angle
normal faults and shown on the western flank of the Ruby Mountains. No vertical
exaggeration.
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generalized geologic cross sections based on shallow seismic interpretations. Details of
this study are described below.

4.5.1

Synthetic Seismogram
Figure 4.2a is a synthetic seismogram from the Amoco Jiggs-I well. This well

was drilled to a total depth of 4,145 m, and penetrated all the Cenozoic stratigraphic units
of the Huntington basin. Figure 4.2b is an interpreted seismic line correlated with the
synthetic seismogram from the Amoco Jiggs-1 well, and an accompanying lithology
chart. A reflection at about 1.2 s marks the contact between the Oligocene Indian Well
Formation and the Miocene Humboldt Formation and younger sediments (Figure 4.2a).
This contact, a disconformity, is easily correlated on seismic profiles (e.g.. Figure 4.2b).
The two strongest events at the top of the Indian Well Formation shown in Figure 4.2a are
a sequence of interbedded tuffs, tuffaceous sandstones, and claystones with high
impedance contrasts due to the mixed strata. Weak events displayed below the two
strongest events (Figure 4.2a) represent a sequence of interbedded conglomerates,
sandstones, and claystones with relatively small contrasts in acoustic impedance. The
andesite flow reported in the middle of the Indian Well Formation (Smith and Ketner,
1976; Solomon et al, 1979; Mueller and Snoke, 1993) is not recognized in this borehole
or in the other four boreholes in the Huntington basin described by Schalla (1992).
The Humboldt Formation and younger sediments overlying the Indian Well
Formation consist of interbedded tuffs, tuffaceous sandstones, siltstones, conglomerates,
and claystones. Although the rocks included in the Humboldt Formation and younger
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sediments and in the Indian Well Formation are similar, reflections from the Humboldt
Formation and younger sediments can be distinguished from the Indian Well Formation
reflections because impedance contrasts in the Humboldt Formation and younger
sediments display greater variations than the strata in the Indian Well Formation (Figures
4.2a and 4.2c).
On Figure 4.2a, the reflection at 1.64 s marks a contact between the Eocene Elko
Formation and the Oligocene Indian Well Formation. Based on the velocity logs alone,
this contact is difficult to identify. However, resistivity and gamma-ray logs were used to
separate the characteristically organic-rich sediments of the Elko Formation from the
Indian Well Formation as reported by Schalla (1992). Also, the top of the Elko
Formation is limestone overlying a mixture of tuffs, tuffaceous sandstone, and shale.
This limestone exhibits lower gamma-ray values than the strata above and below.
On the synthetic seismogram, a reflection at 1.83 s twtt (Figure 4.2a) marks an
angular unconformity between the Elko Formation and Paleozoic rocks. Although, the
synthetic seismogram derived from the velocity log does not display a particular strong
reflection, this unconformity is prominent across the basin on the actual seismic data
(e.g.. Figure 4.2b). The Jiggs-1 borehole penetrated 1,930 m of the Humboldt Formation
and younger sediments, 996 m of the Indian Well Formation, and 435 m of the Elko
Formation. Core samples analyzed from a depth of 3,962 m, in the Paleozoic basin
basement, by Waanders Falynology Consulting, Inc. are considered to be from the
Mississippian Chainman Shale/Diamond Peak Formation.
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Figure 4.2c is a synthetic seismogram from the Amoco Franklin-1 well in Ruby
Valley, which drilled to a total depth of 3,998 m and penetrated 2,170 m of Cenozoic
strata before encountering Paleozoic strata. This synthetic seismogram can be projected
to seismic line CZ-13 (Figure 4.2d) to allow correlation between rocks penetrated in the
borehole and the seismic reflection data. These two figures show a reflection at about
0.75 s twtt interpreted as a disconformity between the Indian Well Formation (?) and the
Humboldt Formation and younger sediments. The strongest reflection (at about 1.17s
twtt) is an angular unconformity between the Indian Well Formation (?) and Paleozoic
rocks. This contact is characterized by a 60-m thick zone with very low resistivities, low
velocities (2.4-3.0 km/s) and high porosities (20-60%). With these characteristics, the
rock appears to be either a tuff, mffaceous sandstone, breccia, porous andesite with high
porosity, in any case water saturated, or a weathered zone at the top of Paleozoic strata
due to an extensive period of subaerial exposure. Strong reflections from the Tertiary
strata above this event and weak reflections from the underlying Paleozoic strata are
characteristics of every seismic line examined from this basin.
The Humboldt Formation and younger sediments display strong reflections
(Figures 4.2c and 4.2d) due to interbedded fluvial and lacustrine deposits of tuff,
tuffaceous sandstone, conglomerate, siltstone, and claystone. The interpretation of the
lithology from this borehole shows a total thickness of the Indian Well Formation of 975
m and the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments of 1,186 m. Rock cuttings from
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depths of 3,584-3,602 m and 3,962-3,992 m are reported to from the Mississippian
Chainman Shale, and the Mississippian to Devonian Pilot Shale, respectively.

4.5.2

Key Seismic Reflections and Stracture Contour Maps
Four to six distinct reflection packages were recognized in seismic profiles from

the Huntington, Ruby and Lamoille Valleys (e.g.. Figures 4.3). These reflection packages
correlate to (1) Humboldt Formation and younger sediments, (2) Indian Well Formation.
(3) Elko Formation, (4) Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, (5) the ElM-EHR igneous and
metamorphic complex, and (6) the Oligocene Harrison Pass granite or Jurassic granite.
To aid interpretation, time-depth structure contour maps were constructed on the
base of the basin-fill sediments deposited during Eocene-to-Oligocene (mid-Tertiary)
extension (Figure 4.4a), and on the base of the Miocene-to -Recent basin-fill sediments
deposited during late-Tertiary extension (Figure 4.4b).

4.5.3 Shallow Seismic Interpretation
Huntington Valley. In terms of its structural geometry and seismic stratigraphy.
Figure 4.3a is a representative seismic dip profile from Huntington Valley. Based on the
analysis of seismic reflection packages, borehole information, and outcrop data, five
lithologic units were identifiable: (1) Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, (2) the Oligocene
Harrison Pass granite, (3) Humboldt Formation and younger sediments, (4) Indian Well
Formation, and (5) Elko Formation.
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Figure 4.3a siiows that the Huntington Valley is a half-graben formed by a major
west-dipping normal fault on the east. Reflections from the fault plane are apparent on
this profile suggesting an impedance contrast between the hanging wall and footwall.
The fault plane dips about 20°-26° without a major change in dip from near the surface to
4.1 s twtt on the western end of the profile (not shown). Seismic reflection character,
borehole information, and outcrop data suggest that the basement rocks from the footwall
and the hanging wall are different. Basement rocks from the footwall are the igneous
rocks (granite, granodiorite) of the Oligocene Harrison Pass pluton whereas basement
rocks from the hanging wall are the unmetamorphosed Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
penetrated by the Amoco Jiggs-l well (Figure 4.2a) and other wells (Schalla,1992).
Small-displacement, east-dipping normal faults are inferred in the hanging wall of Figure
4.3a from disruptions of reflections.
The geometry of Huntington Valley and its Tertiary basin-fill sediments suggests
that the basin was initiated by regional mid-Tertiary extension, resulting in deposition of
the Elko Formation of late-Eocene to Oligocene age (Schalla, 1992). The basin appears
to have been controlled by the same basin-bounding fault system since that time as
suggested by thinning of the Elko and Indian Well Formations toward the western flank
of the basin in approximate parallelism with overlying units (Figures 4.3a and 4.4a). As
extension progressed, the footwall on the eastern side of the basin was uplifted relative to
the basin. The second extensional episode, during the late-Tertiary, was superimposed on
the first and was accommodated by movement on the existing faults. The contact between
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the Indian Well Formation and the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments is
disconformable. Evidence of fanglomerate deposits, or slide blocks of footwall rocks,
emplaced during late-Tertiary extension is observed near the fault plane in this basin (e.g..
Figure 4.3a), suggesting rapid uplift and/or significant relief. The maximum combined
thicknesses of the Elko and Indian Well Formations is ~ 1.5 km, whereas the Humboldt
Formation and younger sediments are ~3.0 km thick (Figure 4.4).
Ruby Valley. A representative seismic dip profile from Ruby Valley is shown in
Figure 4.3b. On this line, five identified lithologic units, based on information from two
boreholes and outcrops include: (1) Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, (2) Jurassic granite, (3)
the RM-EHR metamorphic and igneous rocks, (4) Indian Well Formation, and (5)
Humboldt Formation and younger sediments.
The boundary between the Indian Well Formation and the Humboldt Formation
and younger sediments is characterized by a relatively strong reflection, which is easily
identified and correlated on every seismic line. An angular unconformity between the
base of the Indian Well Formation and the Paleozoic strata also exhibits strong
reflectivity (the strongest reflection in Figure 4.2c). The reflection packages produced by
the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments from the Ruby and Huntington basins
are similar, but the reflection package produced by the Indian Well Formation from the
Ruby basin differs from the corresponding package from the Huntington basin (Figures
4.3a vs 4.3b). Based on analysis of borehole data, the base of the Indian Well Formation
in the Ruby basin appears to be composed of ash-flow tuffs or tuffaceous sandstones
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whereas the Indian Well Formation observed in the Huntington basin contains ash-flow
tuffs or tuffaceous sandstones mostly at the top of die unit. This evidence suggests that
the Ruby and Huntington basins were isolated basins that received basin-fill sediments
from different sources during the Oligocene.
Structurally, the Ruby basin is a graben bounded by normal faults on the east and
the west (Figures 4.3b , 4.4 and 4.7). The normal fault at the western end of the seismic
profile (Figure 4.3b) projects to a normal fault mapped at the surface along the eastern
flank of the Ruby Mountains (Howard et al., 1979).
Tertiary sediments in the Ruby basin indicate that the basin was created by midTertiary extension in a manner similar to that inferred for the Huntington Valley. During
Oligocene time, sediments began filling the Ruby basin with tuffs or tuffaceous
sandstones of the Indian Well Formation. Late-Tertiary extensional faulting increased
displacement on earlier faults and caused the basin to extend more and become deeper.
The synformal reflections of the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments near the
Ruby Mountains footwall suggest that rotation of the footwall of the Ruby Mountains
may have occurred (Figure 4.3b). Thicker basin-fill sediments adjacent to the Ruby
Mountains than adjacent to the fault on the eastern margin of the basin near Delcer Buttes
(Figure 4.4) shows that the western side of the basin was subsiding more rapidly. A
wedge of fanglomerate or a slide block created during late-Tertiary extension can be seen
at the western edge of the basin (Figure 4.3b). The maximum thickness of the Indian
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Well Formation is -2.5 km and the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments also is ~
2.5 km (Figure 4.4).
Lamoille Valley. The interpretation of seismic profiles from the Lamoille basin
(e.g.. Figure 4.3c) was based on exposures, and on the character of reflection packages
that can be correlated with packages from the Huntington and Ruby basins, for which
direct seismic-lithologic correlations were possible (e.g.. Figure 4.2b). Three lithologic
units were mapped: (I) the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments, (2) Paleozoic
rocks, and (3) the RM-EHR metamorphic and igneous rocks. An angular unconformity
between the Paleozoic sedimentary basement rocks and the Humboldt Formation and
younger sediments is present in Lamoille basin.
Bouguer gravity data (Saltus, 1988) show that Lamoille Valley consists of two
subbasins, one adjacent to the northwestern flank of the Ruby Mountains, and another
adjacent to the northern end of the East Humboldt Range. This study describes the
subbasin on the northwestern flank of the Ruby Mountains (near Lamoille Canyon).
Effimoff and Finezich (1986) presented an interpretation of a seismic profile from the
Lamoille Valley (their Mary's River Valley), which displays similar reflection
characteristics to our seismic lines; the location of their profile is near the location of our
line CT 1 shown in Figure 4.3c. Effimoff and Pinezich (1986) interpreted two reflection
packages: (1) the upper Tertiary, and (2) the lower Tertiary-Paleozoic basement. The
upper Tertiary is equivalent to the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments in our
study. The lower Tertiary-Paleozoic basement is equivalent to the Paleozoic rocks and
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the RM-EHR metamorphic and igneous rocks in our study. Effimoff and Pinezich (1986)
used borehole information to aid their interpretation of the lithology in the Lamoille basin
and described the basin as containing sediments from the lower Tertiary. They were
unable, however, to separate the lower Tertiary rocks from the Paleozoic rocks in the
seismic profile. In contrast, Frerichs and Pekarek (1994) presented a structural and
stratigraphic cross section constructed from the results of four boreholes drilled in the
subbasin located north of the East Humboldt Range. Their cross section shows the Lower
Humboldt Formation overlying Paleozoic rocks. They also pointed out that the Lower
Humboldt Formation of northeast Nevada contains an organic-rich sequence that is
commonly mistaken for the Eocene Elko Formation. Our interpretation that the Lamoille
basin has received basin-fill sediments only since the Miocene time is consistent with the
observations of Frerichs and Pekarek (1994).
The Lamoille Valley is a half-graben bounded by a west-dipping normal fault on
the eastern flank and a hanging wall tilted to the east, similar to the Huntington basin
(Figures 4.3c, 4.4b and 4.7). Strong fault-plane reflections are observed in every dip
profile interpreted in this basin, especially between the footwall and the basin-fill
sediments. These fault-plane reflections extend to the west with near-surface dips of 22°26° and do not decease significantly in dip throughout the entire seismic section (3.5 s
twtt or ~7 km below the surface). The seismic reflection character of the footwall and
hanging wall is similar (Figure 4.3c). However, borehole information described by
Effimoff and Pinezich (1986) suggests Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the basement of
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the hanging v/all, whereas outcropping at the eastern end of this basin is the RM-EHR
igneous and metamorphic complex units. The basin-fill sediments suggest that the
Lamoille basin was created by late-Tertiary extension because only the Humboldt
Formation and younger sediments are found. The basin extended to the west as the basinfill sediments thickened toward the footwall (Figures 4.3c, 4.4b and 4.7). The maximum
thickness of basin-fill sediments in the Lamoille basin is about 4.5 km (Figure 4.4b).

4.5.4

Crustal-Scale Normal-Incidence to Wide-Angle Seismic Data
Crustal-scale normal-incidence to wide-angle seismic data acquired in 1992 and

1993 were used to determine crustal thicknesses between ranges and basins, and to
characterize crustal reflectivity. Figure 4.5 shows the areal distribution of reflection
midpoints from in-line and cross-line profiles analyzed in this study. The Moho is
interpreted on single-fold sections to which a normal-moveout correction of 6.3 km/s
average crustal velocity was applied. Figure 4.6 shows representative normal-incidence
to wide-angle single-fold sections from Shot Points (SPs) 10 and 12. The Moho occurs
at -9.6-10.2 s on SP 10 and occurs at ~ 9.5-9.8 s on SP 12. COCORP Nevada Line 4
across the southern end of the Ruby Mountains shows the Moho at ~ 10.0-10.3 s (see
Figure 8 in Hauser et al., 1987). A seismic line across Secret Pass Valley shows the
Moho at 9.6-10.5 s as documented by Valasek et al. (1989). Figure 4.5 shows two-way
travel times to the Moho at different reflection midpoints. The Moho-arrival times appear
to be uncorrelated with small topographic relief on the eastern flank of the Ruby
Mountains and their vicinity as shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows two distinct
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reflectivity packages: the upper package displays weak, discontinuous events whereas the
lower package displays strong, continuous events. Figure 4.6 suggests that the upper
crust consists of homogenous lithologies whereas the lower crust consists of
heterogeneous lithologies. Multicyclic events in the lower reflection package indicates
that the lower crust probably consists of layered horizontal to sub-horizontal rocks with
high velocity contrasts whereas the upper crust does not.

4.6

Discussion

4.6.1

Indian Well Formation in Ruby Valley
Although detailed lithologic information is available from boreholes in the Ruby

Valley, there are no radiometric dates or diagnostic fossils from basin-fill sediments.
Thus interpreting the lowermost rock sequence in Ruby Valley as the Indian Well
Formation is problematical. Furthermore, reflections from the Indian Well Formation
from the Ruby and Huntington basins differ (Figures 4.3a and 4.3b). Other possible
interpretations for the lowermost basin-fill units in the Ruby Valley include either
organic-rich Miocene sediments equivalent to the lower Humboldt Formation as found in
Lamoille Valley, or organic-rich Eocene sediments equivalent to the Elko Formation as
found in Huntington Valley (Solomon et al., 1979; Frerichs and Pekarek, 1994).
However, if these organic-rich formations were deposited in the Ruby Valley, we would
have expected lower resistivity values on borehole logs, although this may not be a good
diagnostic. Nevertheless, we believe that the bottom of Ruby basin was filled by the
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Indian Well Formation instead of either die Elko or the lower Humboldt Formation
because: (I) at the northern end of Ruby basin, Oligocene basaltic andesite-to-andesite
flow breccia (ca -32 Ma) overlies the Paleozoic basement rocks (Snoke and Lush, 1984),
(2) interpretation of borehole data is consistent with volcanic rocks in the sequence, and
(3) Ruby Valley seismic profile CZ-7 shows a complicated apparently discordant
relationship between upper units and units below about 1.25 s (Figure 4.3b). If the
deepest units in the basin were the lower Humboldt Formation, no discordant
stratigraphic breaks would be expected (Frerichs and Pekarek, 1994).

4.6.2

Cenozoic Tectonic Evolution
Huntington Valley. The earliest sediments filling the Huntington Valley are

fluvial and lacustrine deposits of the Eocene to early Oligocene Elko Formadon (ca - 4337 Ma; Solomon, at al., 1979; Schalla, 1992). By this time, Huntington Valley was an
isolated half-graben that was controlled by a west-dipping normal fault. As extension
continued during the Oligocene, the Indian Well Formation was deposited with the basin
depocenter near Harrison Pass (Figure 4.4a ; Smith and Ketner, 1976; Solomon, et al.,
1979). The maximum combined thickness of the Elko and Indian Well Formations is
about 1.5 km and suggests that vertical subsidence of the basin near the Harrison Pass
pluton was -1.5 km during late Eocene to Oligocene.
The Huntington Valley half graben appears to have remained active or was
reactivated as a result of Miocene extension, although a disconformity between the
Oligocene Indian Well Formation and Miocene Humboldt Formation indicates a period of
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non-deposition or erosion (Figures 4.2b, 4.3a and 4.7). Apparent fanglomerate deposits
near the fault scarp are observed within the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments
(Figure 4.3a). The fanglomerates near the fault scarp suggest active footwall uplift and/or
significant relief in the late Tertiary was greater than during the mid Tertiary. Maximum
thickness of the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments is -3.0 km and suggests that
uplift of the footwall near the Harrison Pass pluton due to basin subsidence was ~3.0 km
since Miocene time. Most of the recent basin-fill sediments in this basin are alluvial and
fiuvial sediments.
Ruby Valley. Ruby basin is bounded by two major normal faults, a low-angle
(>38°) west-dipping fault on the eastern margin and a high-angle (>60°) east-dipping
fault flanking the Ruby Mountains. Oligocene basin-fill rocks show that the basin was
active in mid Tertiary. Later extension during the Miocene enlarged the basin. The
geometry of the Ruby basin is more complicated than that of the Huntington basin. Based
on the preserved thicknesses of the Indian Well Formation, and the Humboldt Formation
and younger sediments basin subsidence relative to footwall uplift near the eastem flank
of the Ruby Mountains was at least 2.5 km during the Oligocene and also was at least 2.5
km during Miocene to Recent time (Figure 4.4). Alluvial, fluvial and lacustrine
sediments are the most recent deposits in the basin.
Lamoille Valley. The Lamoille basin half graben was created by extension along
a west-dipping normal fault apparently during late-Tertiary extension since the Humboldt
Formation and younger sediments are in contact with basement rocks. A maximum
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thickness of the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments is about 4.5 km (Figure
4.4b) and suggests that, since the Miocene extension began, uplift of the footwall relative
to basin subsidence has been at least ~4.5 km.
Ruby Mountains. The low-angle detachment fault (preserved in the Cedar
Mountain klippe near the Harrison Pass pluton) and mylonitic shear zone of the ElM-EHR
metamorphic core complex were cut by west-dipping faults which created the Huntington
and Lamoille basins (Figure 4.7), indicating that the low-angle detachment fault and the
mylonitic shear zone are older than the basin bounding faults. The earliest basin-fill
sediments in the Huntington basin were deposited during late Eocene-early Oligocene
time (Elko Formation). Therefore, the low-angle detachment fault and the mylonitic
shear zone are either approximately coeval with the Elko Formation or older (Figure 4.8).
If the late Eocene-early Oligocene Elko Formation extended in a continuous sheet
across the region, effectively predating extensional faulting, subsequent disection and
rotation of this sequence into its present orientation would have created an angular
unconformity with overlying units. Instead, as shown in Figures 4.2b and 4.3a, the Elko
Formation thins dramatically toward the western margin of the Huntington basin, and is
disconformably overlain by Indian Well and Humboldt Formation units which exhibit the
same thinning toward the western basin margin. Newman (1979) and Johnson (1994,
1996) found similar relations in east-central Nevada for the Sheep Pass Formation, which
is contemporaneous with the Elko Formation. Together the Elko, Indian Well and
Humboldt Formations and younger sediments form the depositional wedge that makes up
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FIGURE 4.8, Compilation of previous data and current results, (a) Lamoille basin and

(b) Huntington basin drawn from basin- and crustal-scale seismic interpretation results
along with earlier results. Uncertainties of upper and lower limit of Moho boundaries
based on estimates from this study and from Valasek et al., 1989 and Hauser et al., 1987
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the -4.5 km basin-fill sediments in the Huntington Valley. Thus, deposition of the Elko
Formation was coeval with extensional faulting and basin formation and suggests that
upper-crustal extension was active in the region by at least late Eocene-early Oligocene.
Thick Miocene sediments in the Lamoille basin show that this basin was active at
least at this time. Subsidence of Lamoille basin appears to be greater than the Huntington
basin during the late Tertiary, as evidenced by -1.5-km-thicker late-Tertiary basin-fill
sediments (Figure 4.4).
The seismic interpretation indicates that from Miocene to Recent, basin
subsidence/uplift further south was -2.5 km. There is no evidence of the amount of
relative displacement (if any) preserved from the late Eocene to Oligocene in the
Lamoille Valley, but near Harrison Pass to the south, -1.5 km of relative displacement
during this time. Although reladve displacements on the amounts of uplift in the range
do not correlate with the mountains uplifted, they do suggest that uplift was greater in the
north than in the south.
However, paleodepth estimates for the mylonite in the Ruby Mountains suggests
that total uplift was about -13-14 km (Hurlow et al., 1991). If all of the relative
displacement indicated in the basins was effectively considered to be mountain uplift,
about 9 km of mountain uplift is not accounted for in the basin records since the lateEocene. This implies that major uplift of the mylonite zone must have occurred prior to
the late Eocene-early Oligocene.
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Furthermore, crustal-scale seismic data indicate that, although the degree of
mountain uplift differs from the north to the south, the thickness of the crust does not
vary in correspondence to the amount of footwall uplift. This study places constraints
only on the amounts of mountain uplift relative to basin subsidence and not on
mechanisms of uplift or subsidence caused by lower crustal flow. However, prominent
reflection layering is observed in the lower crust, suggesting that crustal flow took place
(Gans, 1987; Block and Royden, 1990). If the crust in this area was indeed thickened to
-60 km by the Sevier thrusting (Coney and Harms, 1984; Camilleri and Chamberlain, in
press, 1997), then initiation of extension probably caused both collapse (gravitational
spreading) at the surface and flow out of the root at the base of the crust.

4.6.4 Age of Detachment Fault and Low-Angle Faults
The structural geometry shown in Figure 4.7 suggests that in Huntington Valley a
west-dipping fault cuts the mylonitic shear zone and its associated detachment fault
(Cedar Mountain klippe) which overlies the Harrison Pass pluton. This west-dipping
normal fault created a half-graben into which sediments of the Elko Formation were
deposited. Therefore, the Harrison Pass pluton is older than the detachment
fault/mylonitic shear zone, and the west-dipping fault is younger than the detachment
fault. The age of the Harrison Pass pluton has been cited variously as 29-36 Ma (Willden
and Thomas, 1967), 25-35 Ma (Kisler et al., 1981), and 39 Ma (Wright and Snoke, 1993).
In contrast, ages of the Elko Formation are believed to be 43 to 37 Ma (Solomon et al..
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1979) and the ages of the Indian Well Formation are believed to be 38 to 33 Ma (Smith
and Kemer, 1976).
The relations shown in the seismic data, particularly die Huntington Valley profile
(Figures 4.2b and 4.3a), point out the interesting possibility that some of the inferences
that have been made about the ages of granite intrusion, mylonitization, detachment
faulting, mountain uplift, and basin formation (Figure 4.8) could be open to
reinterpretation. Although the ages determined for the Harrison Pass pluton suggest that
it is Oligocene, the basin-bounding normal fault on the western edge of the Ruby
Mountains near Harrison Pass cuts the Harrison Pass pluton and apparently juxtaposes the
granitic rocks of the pluton with the Eocene-Oligocene Elko Formation in the Huntington
basin. These relationships can be interpreted in at least two different ways (Figure 4.9):
(1) The Harrison Pass pluton was intruded prior to or coeval with deposition of the Elko
Formation; normal faulting, which appears may have controlled deposition of the Elko
Formation juxtaposed these late Eocene-early Oligocene rocks with the older pluton
(Figure 4.9a). Inconclusive dates for the pluton (Wright and Snoke, 1993) suggest that it
could have been emplaced during the late Eocene (G. Gehrels, personal communication,
1997). (2) The Harrison Pass pluton postdates initiation of extension and deposition of
the Elko Formation, an interpretation that appears consistent with estimated radiometric
ages (Figure 4.9b). Ultimately, better constrained ages for the pluton are needed to
differentiate between these possibilities. However, both models suggest that extension
began in northeast Nevada by at least -37 Ma and probably prior to 43 Ma.
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FIGURE 4.9, Schematic end-member models for structural evolution of the crustal
Ruby Mountains and Harrison Pass pluton developed from seismic structure relations and
radiometric dates, (a) Emplacement of the Harrison Pass pluton predates extension and
deposition of the Elko Formation (-43-37 Ma), (b) Synextensional emplacement of the
Harrison Pass pluton.
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4.7

Conclusions
Seismic reflection profiles and borehole data provide new evidence to place

constraints on Cenozoic tectonic evolution of the Ruby Mountains and adjacent basins.
Major points developed from analysis of these data include:
(1) At the western flank of the Ruby Mountains, the core complex detachment
fault was cut by major low-angle (20°-26°) west-dipping faults. These low-angle westdipping faults created the Huntington and Lamoille Valley half grabens. The Huntington
Valley contains basin-fill sediments of the late Eocene-early Oligocene Elko Formation,
the Oligocene Indian Well Formation, and the Miocene to Recent Humboldt Formation
and younger sediments. In the Huntington Valley, the Elko and Indian Well Formations
have a combined maximum thickness of ~ 1.5 km and the Humboldt Formation and
younger sediments a combined maximum thickness of -3.0 km. Lamoille Valley
contains only basin-fill sediments of the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments
with a maximum thickness of 4.5 km.
(2) Along the eastern flank of the Ruby Mountains, the core complex detachment
system was cut by higher angle, east-dipping normal faults. These faults outlined the
western edge of the Ruby Valley graben. The eastern margin of Ruby Valley is bounded
by a west-dipping normal fault with dip -38°. The Ruby Valley contains basin-fill
sediments of the Oligocene Indian Well Formation and the Miocene-to-Recent Humboldt
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Formation and younger sediments. Maximum thickness of the Indian Well Formation is
-2.5 km and the Humboldt Formation and younger sediments is -2.5 km.
(3) Miocene uplift of the Ruby Mountains was accompanied by a maximum of
-4.5, -3.0 and -2.5 km of subsidence in the adjacent Lamoille, Huntington and Ruby
basins respectively. Between late Eocene and Oligocene, uplift of the Ruby Mountains
was accompanied by up to -1.5 and -2.5 km of subsidence in the adjacent Huntington
and Ruby Valleys.
(4) Geologic exposures show that the Harrison Pass pluton was cut by a
detachment fault. These structures were subsequently cut by a west-dipping normal fault
which created a half-graben along the western flank of the Ruby Mountains. The earliest
basin-fill sedimentary rocks in the evolving basin are late Eocene-early Oligocene in age
(Elko Formation). The presence of the Elko Formation as possible syntectonic deposits
in the evolving half-graben suggests that the age of the Harrison Pass pluton could be
somewhat older than -36 Ma suggested by highly variable radiametric ages. Together
these relations suggest that active extension and basin formation in northeast Nevada
began by the late Eocene-early Oligocene.
(5) Where sampled to date, crustai thicknesses in the region of the Ruby
Mountains do not reflect topographic relief. However, no studies, so far, have sampled
the Moho beneath the core of the range. Furthermore, maximum amounts of basin
subsidence do not correlate with maximum amounts of core-complex uplift of the Ruby
Mountains.
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusions and Recommendations
P- and S-wave seismic data from the 1992-1993 Ruby Mountains seismic
experiments provide sufficient data quality to determine new details of crustal structure
and composition. Two-dimensional ray inversion was used to determine velocities in the
upper crust by modeling refracted arrivals and velocities in the middle and lower crust by
using normal-incidence to wide-angle reflected arrivals. The two-dimensional ray
inversion modeling suggests that, in general, the crust can be divided into three principal
layers corresponding to the upper, middle and lower crust. Results from analysis of Vp,
Vs, Poisson's ratio, seismic anisotropy, and seismic character indicate that (I) the nearsurface is composed of unconsolidated to consolidated sediments, limestone, dolomite,
siltstone, sandstone, porous sandstone, conglomerate, and weathered granite with Vp, Vs,
a, and shear-wave anisotropy of 1.90-4.8 km/s, 1.01-2.75 km/s, 0.25-0.33, and 0.6-2.5%,
respectively; (2) upper crustal rocks likely consist of metaquartzite, schist, granite gneiss,
and granite-granodiorite with Vp of 5.80-6.25 km/s, Vs of 3.20-3.72 km/s, a of 0.22-0.25.
and shear-wave anisotropy of 0.6-2.5%; (3) possible middle crustal rocks are
paragranulite, felsic granulite, felsic amphibolite gneiss, granite-granodiorite, and micaquartz schist with Vp of 6.35-6.45 km/s, Vs of 3.70-3.75 km/s, and a of 0.24; (4) lower
crustal rocks most likely consist of granulite- rather than amphibolite-facies rocks with
Vp of 6.60-6.80 km/s, Vs of 3.85-3.92 km/s, a of 0.24-0.25, and shear-wave anisotropy
of <3%; (4) beneath the crustal-scale surveys, depth to the Moho varies irregularly
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between 30.5 and 33.5 km; (5) from the near-surface into the upper crust at 8-12 km,
shear-wave anisotropy is aligned such that the fast shear-wave direction is NE-SW,
subparallel to regional stress, suggesting that stress-induced fracturing of the upper crustal
is controlling anisotropy.
Results from interpretation of industry seismic data show that (1) normal faults
cut the core complex detachment fault system on both sides of the Ruby Mountains; (2)
west-dipping faults created the half-grabens of Huntington and Lamoille Valleys.
Huntington Valley contains basin-fill sediments of the late Eocene-early Oligocene Elko
Formation, Oligocene Indian Well Formation, and Miocene to Recent Humboldt
Formation and younger sediments with a combined thickness of ~4.5 km. Lamoille
Valley contains only basin-fill sediments of the Humboldt Formation and younger
sediments with a maximum thickness of -4.5 km; (3) Ruby Valley is bounded on the
west by a high-angle, east-dipping normal-fault and on the east by a low-angle, westdipping normal-fault. The Ruby Valley contains basin-fill sediments of the Oligocene
Indian Well Formation and Miocene to Recent Humboldt Formation and younger
sediments. A combined thickness of the Indian Well Formation and the Humboldt
Formation and younger sediments is -5.0 km; (4) structural relationships show that the
Harrison Pass pluton was cut on the western flank of the Ruby Mountains by the core
complex detachment fault system, which, in turn, was cut by west-dipping basinbounding fault system; this fault system created a half-graben with basin-fill sediments of
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the late Eocene-early Oligocene Elko Formation thus suggesting that the age of the pluton
is older and extension began earlier that previously documented.
These results suggest that (1) the present seismic velocities in highly extended
core complex crust at the north of the profile are similar to more normally extended Basin
and Range crust at the south of profile; (2) a transitional increase in seismic velocity
occurs ~ 25 km north of Harrison Pass, north of the geological transition between uppercmstal rocks; (3) depths to the Moho do not reflect small local surface relief and amounts
of extension; (4) fluid-filled fractures are insignificant in the lower crust and underplating
by large volumes of mafic rocks apparently has not occurred in this area; (5) from the
near-surface into the upper crust at 8-12 km, the fast S-wave direction is sub-parallel to
regional maximum horizontal stress in Nevada; and (6) evidence from flanking basins
shows that upper-crustal extension began by at least late Eocene-early Oligocene.
Finally, recommendations for further studies in the area of the Ruby Mountains
and adjacent basins are as follows: (1) At least two normal-incidence to wide-angle
multicomponent seismic profiles should be acquired and analyzed. The first line should
cross Lamoille Valley (from the Elko Mountains to Lamoille Canyon), and the second
line should cross Huntington Valley, the Harrison Pass pluton and Ruby Valley. In this
study, crustal composition and structure were determined beneath the margins of the
range. In addition, the question of possible underplating occurring beneath the basins
instead of the range could be clarified. Thus, results from these two profiles should help
to provide further understanding of the crustal composition and structure of both the

basins and the range. (2) At least one borehole should be drilled near the Jiggs-1
borehole to -4.0 km depth in Huntington Valley to provide core samples from the Indian
Well and Elko Formations. Since the Elko Formation contains fossiliferous organic-rich
and tuffaceous sediments, a study of these sediments should help to more accurately
pinpoint the age of the formation. (3) The shallow seismic profiles used in this study
should be reprocessed with depth migration applied to achieve accurate time-depth
determinations to better constraint basin morphology.
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